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I • I. NTRO DUCT lON 

A program of recurrent selection enables the.experimenter to main-

tain a level of inbreeding lllhich is. lower than that inb.eren.t tn many 

other types of breedi_ng pr.ograms; thus it is. posslb.le to continue 

effective selection progress over a longer period of time if the selected 

trait is controlled by many loci. lf the trait is controlled by only a 

few loci and selection is artiflcia1 .(thus being relatively intense) and 

if selection is effective, then recurrent selection wi11 result in 

genetic advance for only a few cycles. However both inbreedi_ng and 

homozygosity In state have an increasing effect upon the p~ogress of a 

population under selection as the intensity of selection increases, since 

genetic advance is dependent upon the variability present in the popu-

lation and with intense effective selection, genetic fixation is rapidly 

approached. Thus, homozygosity by descent and homozygosity in state 

both contribute to the same end result: genetic fixation and cessation 

of selection advance. Recurrent selection was developed as a method 

whereby plant breeders especially could utilize the most intense form of 

inbreeding, selfing, to select effectively the superior individuals and 

retain their superior genes in the gene pool while alternately utilizing 

the least intense form of inbreeding, crossing in all possible combi-

nations, to maintain the genetic variability necessary to enable 

continued selection progress over several selection cycles. 

1.1. · Recurrent Selection Methods 

There are four basic types of recurrent selection as distinguished 
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by the manner in which the desirable individuals are located: 

1. Simple recurrent selection: individuals are divided into 

groups of 11dlscards 11 or 11selects 11 solely on the basis of their own 

phenotypes. In the case of plants, the classification is sometimes made 

on the basis of the phenotypes of their selfed progeny. The trait (or 

traits) selected must have hi.gh heritabili.ty in order for valid classi-

fication to be made. In this type of recurrent selection no crosses for 

testprogeny (topcrosses or outcrosses) ·are made; however crosses are 

made in the other three types. This type is outlined in detail by 

Jenkins [61, 62]. 

2. Recurrent selection for general combining ability (GCA): 

plants or animals are classified on the basis of the phenotypes of their 

progeny when crossed with a heterozygous tester stock. Following the 

terminology of Sprague and Tatum [134], general combining ability is 

defined to be the average performance of a line in connection with a set 

of other lines. This type requires a broad genetic base, and selection 

progress d·epends upon considerable additive variance and, secondarily, 

upon additive x additive epistatlc variance. Further details are given 

by Jenkins [61]. 

3. Recurrent selection for specific combining ability {SCA): 

plants or animals are classified on the basis of the phenotypes of their 

progeny when crossed with a homozygous tester stock. When two lines are 

crossed, the deviation from the performance expected on the basts of the 

average of these lines' general combining abilities designates their 

specific combining abilities. This type requires a narrow genetic base 
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and selection progress depends upon dominance variance primarily, with 

some epistatic variance. See Hul J [58] for further details .. 

4. Reciprocal recurrent selection: selection for general combin-

ing ability is made simultaneously in two populations by observation of 

the phenotypes of progeny resulting from crosses involving two hetero-

zygous source populations. Comstock,~.!!.· [161 and Robin?on, ~.!!l· 

[110] present a detailed summary of the method; as outlined by them, the 

method was designed to provide a method of selection for both specific 

and general combining ability, but as pointed out by Schnell [116] and 

Griffing [44] selection for specific combining ability is not attained, 

at least in earlier cycles when both populations are still heter.ogeneous. 

A comparison of the methods employed by these four types of selec-

tion in plants is made in Table 1. Simple recurrent selection is 

effective only if the character being selected has high heritability and 

if the character is governed by a relatively large number of genes (if 

more than two or three cycles are planned). Recurrent selection for 

specific combining ability requires sound judgment as to the value of 

the tester stock: a poor choice wt11 invalidate the results of many 

years of experimentation, since a single homozygous tester stock must be 

chosen Initially and perpetuated by selfing for use at every other year· 

of the selection cycle. It is generally concluded that types 1, 2, and 

3 are best suited.to their own specific purposes, while rec~procal 

recurrent selection enhances the genetic diversity of breeding stocks 

and offers the most advantages in an overal1 program of selection in 

crop plants, particularly when selection involves yieJd as one of the 



Table 1. Methods employed in selection cycles for the four types of recurrent selection programs. 
Selection 

T 
Source 
Popu-

lat ion 
Year 

1 

2 

3 

4 

. 5 

For more 
details 
and for 
experi-
mental 
results 

see 

Simple GCA SCA 
A group of heterozygous (usually an open-pollinated variety) 
plants chosen as being (phenotypically) superior for the char-
acter(s) under consideration. 

Self-pollinate the Self-pollinate the Self-pollinate the 
members of the source members of the source members of the source 
population and select population and also population and also 
lines that are pheno- cross with a hetero- cross wit~ a homozy-
tvoi cal ly superior. zygous tester stock. gous tester stock. 
Use selfed seeds of On the basis of field trials using out-
superior lines and crossed seeds, identify those from the 
make all possible source population with superi-0r combining 
intercrosses. ability (qeneral or specific). 
Using a composite of Use selfed seeds of Use selfed seeds of 
seeds from intercros- individuals selected individuals selected 
ses, self-pollinate as having high gen- as having high spec .. 
the plants and select eral combining abil- ific combining abil-
those that are super~ ity in Year 2 and ity in Year 2 and 
ior, as in Year 1. make intercrosses. make intercrosses. 

Using composite of seeds from intercrosses, 
Same as Year 2. self and also cross with the tester stock 

as in Year 1. 
Same as Year 3. Same as Year 2 for both GCA and SCA. 
[10,26,38,61,62,63, [7,61,62,64,65,81,82, [55,58,59,84,93,102, 
71, 101, 102, 129, 130, 83,84,85,86,94,102, 113, 128, 131, 133] 
131, 132] 105,128] 

Reciprocal 
Two groups of heterozygous 
individuals which are ge-
netically unrelated. 

Self and outcross plants 
from Population 1 with a 
group chosen randomly 
from Population 2, and 
vice versa. -Conduct separate field 
trial studies for the pro-
geny of both groups and 
select suoerior plants. 
Plant seeds from selfed 
series of those plants in 
both populations shown su-
p'erior by field trials. 
Within each source group 
make all intercrosses. 
Using composite from each 
population as new source, 
self and cross as Year 1. 
Same as Year 2. 
[16,20,24,25,30,39,84,95, 
102,109,112] 

.a:.--
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selected characteristics and when the crop involved is known to show 

heterosis upon crossing pure lines. 

Illustrated in Figure 1 is the mating pattern for simpl.e recurrent 

selection, recurrent selection for specific combining ability, recurrent 

.selection for. general combining ability, and reciprocal recurrent se-

lection. Figure 2 illustrates the basic differences between simple 

recurrent selection and recurrent selection for (general and specific) 

combining abi 1 l ty in terms of the se'lect ion procedures emp Joyed; Figure 

3 illustrates reciprocal recurrent selection procedures. Figure 4 

illustrates, using the notation of Shikata [123], the components of ped-

igree for all four recurrent selection methods; one may observe in Figure 

l instances of each component shown in Figure 4, as well as several 

closed loops. Note that in the recurrent selection system a closed 

loop encompasses three generations. 

1.2. Object of Investigation 

The very development of the recurrent selection procedure as one 

which minimizes inbreeding in a selection program indicates the 

plant breeder's concern regarding the effect of inbreeding on selec-

tion progress. In some cases in practice, pedigree information is 

available; in others, maintenance of pedigree records is not feasible. 

In all cases, continuation of selection effectiveness depends upon 

the degree of heterozygosity in the breeding population; t'hus the 

breeder is concerned with measuring not only the degree .of inbreeding 

but also the overall heterozygosity in a population under recurrent 



Individuals 
from Source 
Population 

Phase l 
{Selfing) 

Phase 2 
(lntercrossing) 

Phase 3 
(Selfing) 

Phase 4 
(I ntercross i ng} 

// 
// 

... 9 progenies omitted ..• 

Figure 1. Basic mating pattern for all four types of recurrent selection, showing only one off-
spring (of an assumed equal number of offspring) per mating. 

O' 



Simple 
Recurrent 
Selection 

Recurrent 
Selection 
for GCA 
{or for 
. SCA) 

Self-pollinate and Plant selfed seeds Plant composite of Plant selfed 
select superior and make all poss!- intercrossed seeds, seeds and make 
plants at maturity ble intercrosses self, and select all possible 

(~~) ~ t> 

So 
Year I 

Self-pollinate and 
also make all possi-
ble ihtercrosses with 
tester stock. Select 
selfed seeds based on 
observations in crosses 

so 
Year 

superior plants intercrosses 

@ t> 6tO 
Year 2 

Sl 
Year 3 

Plant outcrossed 
seeds for progeny 

testing 

Year 4 
Cycle 2 

Plant selfed seeds of 
lines with superior 
progenies and make all 
possible in~ercrosses 

r I J t> 

Year 2 Year 3 
Cycle 1 

~( 
s2 

Year 5 
Cycle 3 

( 
SJ 

Year 4 
·Cycle 2 

Figure 2. Mating pattern and selection procedures for simple recurrent selection and for recurrent 
selection for general and specific combining ability. 

"""' 



Recipro-
cal Re-
current 
Selec-
tion 

Self and also outcross 
between two source popu-

1 at ions 

0 

0 

0 

s1 
0 

0 
0 

52 
0 

Year 

T2 
0 

Tl 
0 

Plant outcrossed 
seeds and match su-
per I or progeny with 
selfed seeds from 

year one 

Plant selfed seeds from 
year one if progeny of 
year two were superior · 

and make all possible 
tntercrosses ............... 

l I I I I ~ 

111 D ~ 
Year 2 

Cycle 1 
Year 3 

s1 
Year 4 

cycle 2 

Figure 3. Mating pattern and selection procedures for-reciprocal recurrent selection. 

<X> 

... 



Type of Component 

Self i.ng 

(1) Each offspring results 
from the cross of the 
single parent with it-
self. 

lntercrossing 

(2) Each offspring results 
from a cross of two 
parents, and also 

(3) a single parent (or 
line) contributes ge-
netic material to more 
than one offspring (or 
1i ne). 

Closed loop 

(4) Combining one of com-
ponent 3, two of com-
ponent 1 ' and one of 
component 2 results 
in a closed loop, one 
of the pedigree compo-
nents in a recurrent 
selection program. 

9 

11 lustration 

I 

v /\ 
2 3 

4 

Figure 4. Illustration of the types of components involved in success-
ive generations of selfing and intercrossing and interpreta-
tion of each type. 
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selection. These measures are of little value, however, unless they 

are general enough to include the effects of linkage In the case of 

traits controlled by many loci. 

The purpose of this investigation was to obtain the average gener-

alized inbreeding coefficient In the nth cycle of a recurrent selection 

program, and to develop a generaltzed index which would meas~re the 

total degree of heterozygos i ty in a popul.at ion under recurrent selection. 

Beginning with the classical case· involving one locus with two 

alleles and no selection, generalizations were made to the case of in-

dependent segregation with k loci and random selection; then to the 

case of first one and then k independent loci under effective direc-

tional selection; and finally to the case of k linked loci with ef-

fective directional selection. In all cases It was assumed that the 

pattern of mating was that of recurrent selection involving alternate 

selfing and intercrossing. 

The mean and variance of the numbe~ of heterozygous loci per in-

dividual in a population were of interest, as well as the relationships 

between the generalized coefficient of inbreeding, the generalized 

index of heterozygosity, and the initial sample size in a recurrent 

selection program. 



II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In an attempt to attain theoretical results that would' be practi-

ca 1, the 1 i terature reviewed inc 1 uded both past research in .stat is ti ca 1 

and mathematical theory and published results of field trials by 

agronomists and geneticists. 

2. 1. Initial Sample Size 

Literature references to initial·s·ample size or selection intensity 

necessary in any breeding program are extremely scarce; and specifica-

tion of initial sample sizep other than rules of thumb in recurrent 

breeding programs is almost nonexistent in the literature reviewed. 

Lerner [76] remarks that 11 The deficiency in current selection theory 

makes it necessary to follow rules of thumb in deciding on the selection 

intensity to be used in any given situation; 11 and J.H. Lonnquist 1 com-

ments regarding the work done by him and his colleagues using recurrent 

selection methods: 

11The selection of N originally in our program was not based 
upon any well thought out concepts. I became concerned 
rather early over the idea of 10% selection regardless of 
the numbers evaluated from the long range point of view. 
It was obvious that Inbreeding would be quite Important. 
In much of our work a figure of 25% seemed more appro- · 
priate especially since evaluation of genotypes was not 
that accurate usually, if ever. We did try to include 
enough progenies in our trials so that 15+ families were 
selected. 11 

Jenkins [62] indicates that his experience has shown the minimum number 

of Jines to use in selecting for yield in maize (Zea mays L.) is ten. 

I 
Personal communication, 1968. 

1l 
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Sprague [127] reached the same conclusion on the basis of a study of the 

variances among top crosses on individual plants of two ope.n-pollinated 

varieties in relation to the variance associated wtth random.error. 

Comstock~ ·et.al. [16J warn that in reciprocal recurrent selection, --
enough plants should b.e selected in each. generation to keep tnbreeding 

at a "low 1eve1 11 and that plants selected in any one genera~ion should 

not all trace to one or two matings made in an earlier cycle of the pro-

gram. Alexander2 states that in recu.rrent selection programs carried on 

by the University of Illinois, as many lines are maintained as funds and 

facilities permit. 

2.2. Recurrent Selection Methods 

Breeding systems similar to recurrent selection were suggested 

independently by Hayes and Garber [50] and by East and Jones [29]; how-

ever until the 1940 1 s little was done experimentally to utilize the 

advantages of this design. Jenkins [64] used this method to test for 

general combining ability in maize. Hull [58] envisioned the method as 

being useful in improving specific combining ability. Comstock, et~· 

[16] outlined the experimental procedure for reciprocal recurrent se-

lection and compared in detail the results using this procedure with 

those using recurrent selection for general combining abi1ity and recur-

,rent selection for specific combining abi 1 ity. Cress [17] compared 

recurrent selection systems with other conmonly used selection systems. 

and outlined the general conditfons under which each was superior in 

practice. 

2 
Personal interview, 1968. 



In Table I are given speciflG iiternture references to experiments 

f nvolvlng the use of the four types of recurrent selection methods 

and/or the comparisons of these methods with other selection schemes In 

such crops as maize, Birdsfoot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus, l.), sweet 

clover (Meltlotus offlclnalls. L.), and bromegrass (Brornis inermis, 

Leyss}. The primary conclusions of these experiments as regards the 

method of recurrent selection were: 

(1) Recurrent selection was very effective tn increasing the fre-

quency of desirable genes while still maintaining a high degree of 

genetic variability in the population whenever the characters selected 

Included yield or were correlated with yield; 

(2) When the selected characters were negatively correlated with 

yield (such as increasing protein content in maize), it was preferable 

to use a method which promoted a higher degree of Inbreeding, such as 

successive generations of selfing; 

(3) When only a few genes controlled the selected characteristic 

(such as increasing resistance to leaf blight and to European corn borer 

in maize), selection progress was slight after the first recurrent 

cycle; and 

(4) Critics of recurrent selection for specific combining ability 

objected to the restriction of a single homozygous tester stock, point-

ing out that a poor choice rnvalidated years of testing. 

Perhaps the greatest drawback to recurrent selection methods is 

the extremely large number of tntercrosses that must be made. Thts 

problem has been considered by Comstock and Rob I nson [ 14., 15], who 
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proposed a modificatfon of the dla! l~! cross which they cal led 11Expert-

mental Design 11; 0 as an examples rf 80 lines were used fn a dta11e1 
. ' 

cross, 3160 progenies would be produced for testing, whereas in a 

Design 11-4 x 4 cross only 160 would result and In a Design 11-5 x 5 

cross there would be only 200 produced for progeny testing. (At the 

Untversfty of llllnols the population ts random mated Instead of being 

lntercrossed.) Other varrations of !ntercross designs are outlined by 

Kempthorne and Curnow [70], Hinke1mann and Kempthorne [54], Curnow [22], 

and Hinkelmann [53], to mention only a few. This aspect of the problem 

wtll not be pursued further. 

2.3. The Generalized lnbreeding Coefficient 

The Inbreeding coefficient F, a quanttty which measures the degree 

of homozygoslty by descent in a population of individuals, was first 
I 

deflned and uti 1 tzed by Wright [139]. Later Malecot (88] showed that 

this inbreeding coefficient could be expressed in terms of probability. 
I 

As defined by Maiecot, the Inbreeding coefficient F Is the probability 

that two genes at one locus of a diploid individual are Identical by 
I 

descent. Similarly Malecot defined the coefficient of parentage, r, 

as the probability that two genes, each drawn at random from a different 

individual, are identical by descent. 

Kempthorne [68] comments: 

"The exact effect of linkage on the homozygosity of inbred in-
dividuals is an Interesting problem which does not appear to 
have been solved. In the case of selfing with two locr, 
linkage results In a proportion homozygous ~Y· descent with 
respect to two loci which Js greater than F and a proportion 
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heterozygous at both loci which is greater than (1-F) 2 • In 3 
this case then the mean number of heterozygous loci is equal 
to 2(1-F) but the variance in the number of heterozygous 
loci is greater than 2F(1-F), which is the value for the case 
of no linkage. This particular case is probably typical of 
the general solution, that linkage, which, of course, has no 
effect on the mean number of heterozygous loci, increases 
the variance of the number of heterozygous loci." 

Given a set of k independent loci, the probability that all of 

the k pairs of genes at the k loci ~re identical by descent is Fk. 

The mean and variance of the number o_f'.heterozygous loci are k(l-F) and 

kF(l-F) respectively. 

The problem of tracing through several generations the progress of 

a population when linkage ls involved has been investigated by Geiringer 

[40]; and Kimura [74] has developed a method of handling inbreeding 

sys terns with 1 inked genes in terms of probab i 1 i ty rather than in terms 
I 

of the path analysis of Wright. Schnell [115] generalized Ma1ecot's 

inbreeding coefficient to embrace the effects of linkage, and Narain 

[98] used Schne11 1s generaJi~ation to obtain expressions of the mean and 

variance of the number of loci homozygous by descent in selfed popu-

lations and to trace the progress of homozygosity by descent for an 

arbitrary number of linked loci under certain conditions. 

Bartlett and Haldane (4] used a generation matrix method to trace 

the progress of a selfed population. Fisher [34] developed further the 

generation matrix method of tracing the progress of a population towards 

homozygosity. This method soon yields matrices of unmanageable size as 

3 
The exact statement on p. 80 of [68] is 11 ••• the mean number of hetero-
zygous loci is equal to 2F but the variance .... 11 Th ls error has been 
corrected in the text above. 
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the number of 1 inked loci becomes 1~.rge (for selfing wl th only two 1 inked 

loci., the matrix has dtmenston 10 x lO); although the effects of selec-

tion can be incorporated easily, an irregular system of mating introduces 

further complications in the calcu1attons when the generatton matrix 

method is used. Hayman and Mather (52] and Reeve [103] used this method 

to trace the progress of populattons in various mating systems for the 

one and two locus situations. 

Shlkata [118, 121] showed that a generalized inbreeding coefficient 

for an arbitrary number k of l i. nked loci could be represented as a 

vector with k components which was transformed through the progress of 

n generations by n suc~essive multiplications by k x k matrices. 

The structure of the transformatton matrices depends upon the mating 

system, the viability constants and the recombination probabilfties. 

The details of Shikata 1s method are outlined in Section 6.2. This 

method is restricted to pedigrees which may be expressed as single 

closed loops (refer to Figure 4 for an illustration of a closed loop); 

if, in a pedigree, more than one closed loop ends in the same individual 

then there may be violation of the assumptlon that any parts of chromo-

somes contributed by individuals outside the closed loop do not contain 

genes that are identtca1 by descent [121]. 

2.4. Limitations of Theoretical Calculat'ions 

Several factors can act singly or in combination to invalidate 

theoretlcal calculation of required initial population size. Some, such 

as mutatrons [21, 97, 110] and modtflcation of dominance [33,35,36,100] 
- . 

and modification of linkage intensity [33, 99] during the course of the 
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selection program, would be expected to cause only slight (If any) 

deviations from expectations except in unusual circumstances. Others 

should be anticipated by the experimenter based on past expe~ience; 

among. these are incomplete penetrance [3, 21], heredity x environment 

interaction [11,36,76,96,104,112,138,140], interference among crossovers 

[40, 120], negative genetic correlation between natural fitness and 

selected characters of the individuals in the selected population [110], 

or genetic drift augmented by selection [13, 42, 43]. In many cases, 

actual results deviate from expectation because of unexpected linkage or 

possible high degree of inbreeding in the base population [72], or 

changes in the recombination probabilities due to selective advantage of 

the heterozygotes [6, 73], or because of unanticipated environmental 

effects [94]. 

The effects of linkage and epistasis have proved extremely difficult 

to measure mathematically [11,12,40,49,51,67,89,ll6,118 through 126]; and 

deviations from panmixia influence interactions between linkage and 

epistasis (60}. Mather [91] indicates, however, that the effect of 

epistasis and genotype-environment interaction may often be minimized 

and sometimes eliminated by appropriate scaie transformatio~s. Dickerson 

[23] also notes that when epistasis includes fixed proportional effects· 

of genes on the expression of non-allelic genes~ this effect is "of a 

highly predictable sort and would disappear if phenotypes were measured 

in log scale units." These comments concerned natural breeding popu-

lations however, and, as Jain and Allard point out [60], there exists a 

compound interaction among inbreeding, epistasis and linkage as regards 
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the progress of a population ut-ider selection. Reflective of the intrac-

tability of general solutions is the wealth of simulation studies in 

recent years which ut i 1 i ze h.i gh-speed computers to trace the .progress of 

populations based on various genetic models involving varying degrees of 

inbreeding and epistasis, varying number of loci, and varying linkage 

parameters [37 ,41,42,43,60,77,78,114, 141]. 

Another factor to be considered is ·gene frequencies of the selected 

characteristics. For maximum effectiveness of selection, gene frequency 

should be approximately 0.5 [31, 87]. If it deviates from 0.5 initially 

and selection carries it closer to 0.5, then the variability can be 

expected to increase; and as the gene frequency tends to be very sma11 

or very large, variability decreases [1}. However, as Cockerham (13] 

points out: 11 the effects of inbreedi.ng or genetic drift and of equili-

bria tend to offset the advantage of an accumulation of genes ••. even 

reciprocal recurrent selection may suffer from a temporary equilibrium 

for an overdominant locus. 11 

Allard [1] suggests that excessive Inbreeding in a recurrent se-

lection program can be avoided or minimized either by allowing the inter-

crossed population to random mate for one or more generations or else by 

maintaining complete records of progenies and choosing the selected 

sample so as to minimize relationship. In many cases (particularly 

corn), if yield is one of the characteristics selected, inbreeding 

should be minimized because of the negative correlation between degree 

of inbreeding and y i e 1 d. It shou 1 d be recognized that the degree of 

inbreeding does not correspond to the degree of homozygosis attained in 
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a population after a certain number of generations, since often the 

extent to which the source population was homogeneous is unknown; of 

course this would not be the case if, say, the source popu1at.ion were an 

F1 hybrid resulting from two highly inbred but unrelated lines, etc. 

Though homozygosis by descent and homozygosis in state both result 

in the same end, genetic fixation, their respective approaches to this 

end often differ in the effects observed· in the population. In a 

naturally cross breeding population, excessive inbreeding usually results 

in what is known as inbreeding depression, the effects of which vary 

from slightly decreased yields to increased susceptibility to disease 

and generally low viability and to complete sterility. Among the hy-

pothesized causes are inability of the homozygote to adapt to environ-

mental changes, lower metabolic rate of the homozygote, and overdominance 

in the genes affecting viability and reproduction resulting in superior 

natural fitness of the heterozygote. Lerner [75] defines homeostasis as 

"the tendency of a Mendelian population as a whole to retain its genetic 

composition arrived at by previous evolutionary history," and attributes 

to an upsetting of this genetic homeostasis the phenomenon of lack of 

selection progress in the presence of known variability in the popu-

lation; this situation often occurs when intense selection increases the 

occurrences of homozygosis in state among the favorable genes. The true 

causes of inbreeding depression and the true effects of genetic homeo-

stasis are still largely unknown factors vvhich are probably intimately 

connected with the departures from theoretical results which are experi-

enced in practice whenever a large number of genes control the selected 

characteristic. 



II I. ASSUMPTIONS 

In this study it wil1 be assumed that the individuals ·involved are 

diploid with only two alleles per locus, are capable of self~fertiliza

tion and breed in nonoverlapping generations. Where linkage is assumed, 

no interference among crossovers, recombination probabilities that are 

constant over generations, no differenc~s in recombination probabilities 

between the male and fema 1 e sides of .t~e p 1 ant are assumed and, further, 

no maternal or paternal effect upon progeny is expected. It is assumed 

that mutation is negligible. Any possibility of differential viability 

is ignored and a constant number of offspri.ng per mating is assumed. 

The effect of a finite population size is one of the most important con-

siderations in this investigation. 

The assumptions outlined above limit the applicability of the re-

sults to plants~ and in particular to many of the more common crop plants 

for which hybridization is utilized in developing varieties. Specifical-

ly the methods of recurrent selection have been applied to experiments 

involving cor~, tobacco, sweet clover, birdsfoot trefoil, oats, wheat, 

and bromegrass. 

The assumptions of diploid individuals, self-fertilization, low 

mutation rate, and no differences in recombination probabilities between 

male and female sides of the plant are not restrictive as regards a 

large percentage of crop plants; and most annual plants conform to the 

assumption of nonoverlapping generations. As regards differential 

viability, in plant breeding the number of progeny per mating usually 

far exceed those needed for continuance of the program unless there 

20 
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exists inbreeding depression, in which case yield would be decreased 

resulting In the deletion of the individuals involved either by natural 

or ·by artificial selectiono The assumption of no maternal ~r paternal 

effects is more restrictive, as maternal or paternal effects have been 

·shown in several varieties of corn, particularly with respect to 

heterosis in yield. And the assumption of recombination probabilities 

that are constant over generations is unrealistic since it is well-

known that selection progress affects the values of recombination prob-

abilities [6, 124]; unfortunately the otherwise increased complexity of 

the mathematical formulation requires that this assumption be made. 

The assumption of two alleles per locus would, under many circum-

stances, be restrictive; however, in the case of a hybrid resulting 

from the cross of two highly inbred (and thus near-homozygous) lines, 

for example, only two alleles per locus are introduced into the popu-

lation under consideration. In the presence of multiple alleles instead 

of two alleles per locus the approach to homozygosity would be consider-

ably decelerated. For example, in an initial population for which the 

panmictic Index P = 1, after only one generation of selfing in the two-

al lele case P = 0.5; however if there are sixteen alleles, it takes five 

generations of selfing to reach P = 0.5 [28]. Or, as pointed out by 

Haldane [48], with a large number of allelomorphs each occurring with a 

small frequency, almost all non~selfing matings are of the type a1a2 x 

a3a4, yielding the slowest possible progress to homozygosis. 

The assumption of no interference among crossovers is known to be 

violated almost universally when more than two linked loci are involved, 
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resulting in one crossover promoting the occurrence of another (negative 

interference) or inhibiting its occurrence (positive interf~rence); how-

ever, with more than three loci, the mathematical complications are 

prohibitive and in practice the interference probabilities are usually 

unknown anyhow, and so this unrealistic but practical assumption has been. 

made. Shikata [120, 125, l26J has investigated the effect of interfer-

ence among crossovers in selfed populations and found that, for three 

linked loci in selfed populations, the ·interference effect is dependent 

upon the crossover probabilities and for fixed crossover probabilities, 

extreme (large or small) values of the interference probabilities result 

in higher probability of retention of the triple heterozygote in the 

population whereas intermediate values tend to promote elimination of the 

triple heterozygote. Thus if in practice interference is sufficient to 

be observed without sophistocated methods of detection, it could be 

expected to inhibit the progress of the population toward homozygosity. 

Selection is assumed to be directional with no intermediate equi-

librium possible, and with regard to selection, it is assumed that all 

loci involved contribute equally to the desired characteristic, that 

there exists partial to complete dominance, and that selecti~n is ef-

fective (i.e., if epistasis or genotype-environment interactions exist, 

their effects do not preclude effective selection). Since the effects 

of linkage have been incorporated in the analysis, the assumption of 

equal contribution is not restrictive. For example, suppose it is known 

that a trait is governed by two major genes and two equal-effect modi-

fiers and that each of the major genes has twice the effect of the 
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modifiers. Then a six-gene model can be postulated with complete link-

age within two sets of two 9enes each and with linkage patterns between 

thes'e sets and the remaini_ng two genes corresponding to that .known to 

exist among the two major and two minor genes. The assumptions of 

partial to complete dominance and effective selection would be valid for 

many of the common desired characteristics in crop plants, i_nc1uding 

yield (see Appendix A}. 



IV. PROGRESS OF A FIN I TE POPlJ!,.f1T I ON UW:>ER RANDOM SELE CTI ON 

AND INDEPENDENT SEGREGATION 

Consider a population which is reproducing under the mattrig pattern 

of recurrent selectlon, as illustrated by Figure 5 for three different 

lnitfal sample sizes. By the assumption of equal numbers of progeny and 

no differential viability, there Is no loss of generality In tracing the 

progress of the population assuming one ~ffspring per mating. 

From Figure 5, it is apparent that even upon assuming one offspring 

per mating, only for the unrealistic source population sizes of N = 2 

and Na:: 3 will the population size remain within manageable limits under 

no selection. A source population of size N, in generatf on 2 has ex-

panded to size{:), In generation % has ~(~)~ Individuals, etc. 

Thus for purposes of investigating the change fn the Inbreeding 

coefficient, consider the progress of this population assuming that a 

population size of N (the size of the initial source population) Js main-

tatned through an arbitrary number of generations by random selection of 

N out of the(~) offspring in each cycle. 

The assumption of random se.lectlon from a population of a11 possi-

ble intercrosses fs equivalent to the assumption of random mating. Thus, 

the calculation of Fin a given generation is similar to that given by 
I 

Wright [139] and Ma1ecot [88] and summarized by Kempthorne [68'], except 

that in thfs case the mating pattern alternates intercrossing and 

se 1 fl ng in success l ve generations. 



Generation No= 2 No= 3 N = 4 0 

(n-2) ~ B A ·a c A B c 0 

I I I I I 
(n-1} [xj D E F E F G H 

C><><J 
(n) E F G l I 

r I I 
(n+ 1) G H t>O<J [><] V\JV'" ~/\I N 

V1 

(n+2) I J M N 0 u v w x 
9 Offspring 

Omitted 

a I ternate alternate 
selfing selfing and 
fu 11- s i bb i ng ha lf-s i bb i ng 

Figure 5. Mating pattern for recurrent selection for N0 = 2, N0 = 3, and N0 = 4. 
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4. 1. One Locus 

The definition of F and r given by Mal~cot {see Section 2.3) will 

be assumed throughout this and following chapters whenever a single-

locus case is postulated. F(n) and r(n) will be used to denote the 

coefficients of inbreeding and parentage, respectively, in the nth gen-

eration. 

Given any diploid individual X in generation n + 2 of a recurrent 

selection mating system, and given that X has genes x1 and x2, if x1 and 

x2 are identical by descent, then either they were identical by descent 

in one out of a possible N ancestors who was a common parent to half 

sibs whose selfed offspring subsequently crossed to produce X, or else 

they came separately from the parents not common to the half sibs whose 

selfed offspring crossed to produce X and were identical by descent in 

those two parents. To illustrate this statement, consider any individual 

(say X) in generation n + 2 from the source population (say, the one for 

which N0 = 4 in Figure 5): tracing the closed loop involved (from X to 

Q--T to K--N to H), one observes that both genes of this individual (X) 

could be traced to one common ancestor (H) in generation n - 1 with prob-

abi 1 i ty !. (!., in this case). On the other hand, if the two genes did 
N 4 

1 not come from a common ancestor, an event that has probability 1 - -N 
(i.e., ~), then they must have descended simultaneously from two separate 

ancestors (i.e., one oniy from each of E, G, or H). One may thus derive 

the coefficient of inbreeding of a randomly chosen individual in genera-

tion n + 2 using the following four well-known relations of genetic 

statistics [43,87,102]: 
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l) F{n+2) = r(n+l), since generation n + 2 is produced by crossing; 

2) F(n-1) ..:. .!.(l+F(n-l)), since. generation n - is produced by 
2 

se1f i ng; 

3) r(n+I) = r(n), since generation· n + 1 Is produced by selfing; 

and 
1 4) For any individual X, rXX = 2(1+FX). 

A consequence of relation 4 is .that, in 'the nth generat.ion, if two ran-

domly chosen genes in two different randomly chosen individuals are 

identical by descent because of having been passed to these two indi-

viduals simultaneously from a common parent (an event with probability 

.!. as noted above), then the probability that the genes were alike by 
N 
descent in the common ancestor is given by ~{l+F(n-l)). If the two 

genes are alike by descent because of having been passed simultaneously 

from two different individuals in generation n - 1, the probability that 

the genes were identical by descent in these two different individuals 

is rCn-1), which by relation 1 is F(n). Thus, for a mating pattern 

similar to those illustrated by Figure 5, in which generations n t 2h, 

h = 0,.1,2, ••• have been produced by intercrossing, if one assumes N 

lines in generation n - 1, then 

4.1.1. 
r (n-l)J F(n+2) = r(n+l) = r(n) =.!.ll·+ F + (1 -l)F(n) 

· N 2 N ' 
reflecting the effect of finite population size N, and 

4.1.2. F(n+l) = .!.(1 + f(n}), independent of the value of N; 
2 

For the special case of full-sibbing and selfing in alternate gen-

erations (i.e., with the restri~tion that N = 2 ·in all generations) 

4.1.1 yields 
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F(n+2) = .!..(1 + F(n-1)) + l F{n) 
4 2 

and for N = 3, alternate selfing and half-sibbing, 

F(n+2) =lei + F(n-1)) + ~ F(n) 
6 3 t 

both of which can be verified directly from Figure 5. 

In terms of the panmictic index P = 1 - F, 

4.1.3. 

4.1.4. 

p(n+2) = (l _ ~)p(n) + _1 p(n-1), and 
2N 

p(n+l) = ~ p(n). · 

Again it should be emphasized that the nth, (n+2)nd, (n+4)th, etc., gen-

erations are defined to be those produced by crossing. As shown by 4.l.4, 

the panmictic index of any generation produced by selfing is half that 

of the parent generation, regardless of population size. However the 

course of the panmictic index over time is reflected entirely by 4.l.3, 

since this expression allows for both selfing and crossing, as well as 

for finite population size. 

Thus 

p(n) = a ro + a rn + a r0 
l l 2 2 3 3' 

where r 1, r2, and r 3 are roots of the cubic 

4.1.5. 3 1 l x - ( 1 - -) x - - = 0 N 2N 

obtained from 4.1.3 following the usual procedure for solving difference 

equations, and a 1 ~ a2, and a3 are determined by the parameters in the 

s·ource population. An explicit solution is given by the Cardan formulae: 
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(A+B) i/3 - (A~B) 1/3 

4.1.6. r 2 = - wl (A+B) 1/3 - w2 (A-B) 1/3 

r = -3 
w (A+B) 113 - w (A-B) l/3 

2 l 

1 B 1 l~·· 4 7 4 4 J l /2 
where A = - 4N ' = 2 27N3 - 36N2 + 9N - 27 , and wl' w2 are the 

two comp1ex cube roots of unity. 

To investigate the location of the roots given by 4.1.6, for any 

value of N, Sturm's functions can be obtained as follows: denoting by 

f(x) the lefthand side of 4.1.5, let R. 1 be the negative of the re-
1 , I+ 

mainder obtained upon dividing f. (x) by f. 1(x), and let f'(x) = d:(x) . 

Denote 

f (x) = f (x) 
0 

f 1 (x) = f 1 (x) 

f2(x) = R0,1 

i 1+ x 

f. (x) = R. 2 . 1 for i = 2, 3. . .. , 'f\., 
I 1- , ! -

where 'f\ is the degree of f(x), and where these functions can be evaluated 

at convenient values of x to ascertain the regions in which changes of 

sign occur. Sturm's theorem states: 11For a real number x, let V be the 
x 

number of variations in sign of the Sturm functions f 0(x), f 1 (x), ... , 

f {x) for the polynomial f(x). If a and bare real numbers (a< b}, then 
1\ 

Va - Vb is the exact number of roots of f(x) in the Interval [a,b] if 

f{a)f(b); 011 [137]. Table II outlines these calculations. Thus if 

N = 2, there exists only one real root and It lies between 0 and 
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Table II. Ca lcu lat ions needed to apply Sturm 1 s theorem to.the poly-

nomial x3 - ( 1 - l)x .:. .!.... . 
N 2N 

x -
Sturm's Functions -co -1 0 +1 00 

f 0 (x) = 2Nx3 - 2(N - l)x - + + 

f 1 (x} = 6Nx 2 2 (N 1) + + + + 

f 2(x) = 4(N - l)x + 3 ... + + + 

f 3(x) = 16(N - 1) 3 - 27N {N=2 
N>2 + + + + + 

v if N = 2 2 2 2 x 
v - v a b 0 

v if N > 2 3 3 0 0 x 
v - v a b 2 
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(specifically, it is .B84646). If N > 2, there exist exactly three real 

roots, two of which lie between O and -l and one which ltes between O 

and 1. 

It follows immediately from the cubic x3 - (1 - ~)x - ~N = 0, that 

as N becomes large, the roots approach r 1 = 0, r2 = +1, r3 = -1, so that 

for N large, p(n) ~ a2 + a3(-l)n, where a2 and a3 are determined by ini-

tial conditions in the-source population. If, for example F(O) = O, 

then a2 = .75 and a3 = .25, so that p'(n) oscillates between .50 and 

1.00, as one would expect with an lnftntteiy large population mating by 

selfing and crossing in alternate generations. 

Table I II indicates the roots of the cubic equation for varying 

values of N and then, given values of p(O) varying from 0.2 through l.O, 

traces the progress of P(n) from the first through the twenty-fifth gen-

erations. The oscillation of p(n) between a value very close to .50 and 

a value close to 1.00 for N = 100 is quite evident for P(O) = 1.0. This 

characteristic oscillation is pronounced In the first few generations 

for all values of N, but tends to smooth out for small N in later gen-

erations; for small N in particular, the steady progress of P{n) to-

ward an eventual value of zero is evident. These data give an indica-

tion of the effect of finite population size In a recurrent breeding 

program, assuming a single gene model and no artificial selection over 

a period of 25 generations (12.5 recurrent cycles). Figure fa illus-

trates the effect of population size upon the progress of the population 

for p(O) = .5 and p(O) = .8. 



Tab le 111. Progress of the panmictlc index through 25 generations (12.5 cycles) of recurrent selec-
tion .for varying pop{1rtion sizes (N) and varying values of the panmictic index in the 
source population (P 0 ). · . 

NI Roots of Cubic I P (O)f 
( ) n n n Values of P n = a1r 1 + a2r2 + a3r3 

Generation Number 
rl r2 r3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 o r 13 16 19 22 25 
.9 -.17 -.77 l.0 .50 • 1 .so . 7 . 8 .57 . . 2 I .32 .2 .23 . 19 • 1 

o.8 .40 .65 • 40 .54 .38 .45 .35 .39 .33 ' .26 .22 • 18 • 15 • 13 
0.6 .30 .49 .30 .40 .29 .34 .26 .29 • 25 • 19 • 17 . 14 • 11 .09 
o.4 .20 .32 .20 .27 . 19 .23 . 18 . 19 .171.13 .11 .09 .08 .06 
0.2 . l 0 . 16 . 10 • '3 • 10 • 11 .09 . 10 .08 I .06 .06 .05 .04 .03 

· 51 . 95- - . 13 - • 82 I 1 • o .so . 5 ,50 . 73 . . 3 . .5 • 49 I . 37 ,35 .2 .25 • 21 
o.8 .40 .68 • 40 .58 .39 • 51 .37 .44 .39 I .30 .28 .23 .20 . 17 
0.6 .30 • 51 .30 .44 .29 .38 .28 .33 .2.9 I .22 . 21 • 17 . 15 .13 w 
0.4 .20 .34 .20 .29 • 19 .25 • 18 .22 . 20· • 15 • 14 • 11 • 10 .08 N 

0.2 • 10 . 17 . 10 . 15 • 10 . 13 .09 . ll .. 10 1·.07 .07 .06 .os .04 
nn~--..:~oo-..:~ 92 r 1 • o . so .92 .so . .so . 0 . 9 .7 . . 9 I . .57 • 2 . 7 .37 

0.8 .40 . 74 .40 .69 .40 .64 .39 ,59 .38 .S5 ,37 .45 ,33 .38 .30 
0.6 ,30 ,56 .30 • 51 .30 .48 .29 .45 .29 ..• 42 I .27 .34 .25 .28 .22 
o.4 .20 .37 .20 .34 .20 .32 .20 .30 . 19 .• 28 I . 18 .23 • 17 • 19 • 15 
0.2 • 10 '18 • lO • 17 . l 0 • 16 . 10 • 15 • 10 . 14 .09 . 11 .08 .09 .07 

25l.99 -.02 -.97 11.0 .so .97 .50 .9 .so • 9 J .so . 9 .so . . 9 .79 . . 73 • 7 
0.8 .40 ,78 .40 • 75 .40 .73 .40 .71 .40 .69 I .39 .63 .39 .58 .38 
0.6 .30 .58 .30 .56 .30 .55 ,30 .S3 .30 .52 I .30 .47 .29 .44 .28 
o.4 .20 .39 .20 .38 .20 .37 .20 ,35 .20 .34 .20 .32 . 19 .29 . l 9 
0.2 ~ 10 • 19 . 10 • 19 • 10 • 18 . 10 • 18 • 10 .17 I .10 . 16 .10 .• 15 .09 

rooTc«m----:-cn-~:-991 1.0 .so .99 .so ,99 .50 .9 .50 .97 .50 . 9 I • 50 .9 .so .92 .so 
0.8 .40 • 79 .40 . 79 .40 .78 .40 .77 .40 • 77 .40 .75 .40 .]4 .40 
o.6 .30 .60 .30 .59 .30 ,59 .30 .58 .30 .58 I .30 ,57 .30 ,55 .30 
o.4 .20 .40 .20 ,39 .20 .39 .20 ,39 .20 • 39 I .20 .38 .20 ,37 .20 
0.2 • J 0 .20 . 10 .20 • 10 .20 • J 0 .19 • 10 ,)9 I ,10 • 19 .10 . 18 . 10 
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4.2. Extension to ·k Loci 

Under the assumption of random selection to maintain an initial 

pop~lation size of N, and under the assumption of .independent segrega-

tion of k different loci affecting equally a given quantitative 

characteristic, the formulae of 4.1 hold if For P are repl~ced by 

Fk or pk, Specifically the probability of homozygosity by descent of 

aJl k loci in the nth generation would be given by (F(n))k; the 

mean number of loci homozygous by descent, by kF(n); and the variance 

of the number of loci homozygous by descent, by kF{n)(I - F(n)). This 

result would hold only if linkage disequilibrium were not generated in 

the population by selection. 



V. PROGRESS OF A FINITE POPULATION UNDER EFFECTIVE 

SELECT!ON AND.INDEPENDENT.SEGREGATION 

5.1. Introduction 

Simple recurrent selection, sometimes called "recurrent' selection 

for a character," employs mass selection on phenotype exhibited by the 

population of plants generated by the intercross phase of the recurrent 

selection system. The selected seeds .are thus selfed seeds and the basic 

pattern In terms of pr.ogenies (seeds} for one complete cycle starting 

with given source material is seJf-select-intercross, even though the 

actual selection of plant material (and tbus of the next generation of 

seeds) is made from plants grown from source population seeds (either 

the initial source population or the intercrossed source populatton, 

according to the cycle involved). 

Variations of the basic mating pattern are often employed in 

practice, sometimes separately and sometimes concurrently: 

1) Instead of selecting on the basis of the phenotypes of the 

plants grown from the source population {in year one) or from the inter-

crossed population (in successive cycles), the selection of individuals 

is based on progeny performance. This variation adds one growing season 

to the time required per cycle. 

2} The intercrossed population is open-po11inated for one or more 

generations before the next selfing phase is initiated, increasing the 

cycle time accordingly. 

The effect of the first variation would be to improve the selection 

effectiveness. The effect of the second variation would be to assist 

35 
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the population toward regainin_g ltnkage equtltb.ri.um, thuS; allowtng fur ... . . . . . 

ther improvement of selectton effectiveness; the population. s.ize is 

usually large enough to make the effects of finite size n.egl_i·gible as 

concerns fixation of. genes. Lonnqui:st 184] and Horner 156] .dis.cuss these 

and other variattons. 

Recurrent selectron for combining ability (either SCA or GCA) 

employs the same basic mating system and selects at the s.ame phase of 

the mating pattern, the only difference being that selection of the 

parents is made on the basis of progeny performance of the parent with 

a tester variety. As in simple recurrent selection, tt ts the selfed 

seeds of the parents selected on the basts of their pr.ogenies 1 perfor-

mance that are. subsequently pla11ted for the purpose of making al 1 

possible intercrosses. In this type of recurrent selection another 

variation often employed is to cross the selfed generation wtth the 

tester instead of the intercrossed generation; this procedure adds one 

more year to the cycle but does not affect the basic mating pattern; 

according to Horner [56] this doubles the variance amo.ng test crosses 

within intercross progenies and increases the variance over the entire 

population by fifty percent. Thus the basic differences ari.se in num-

ber of years required for the selection cycle and method of obtaining 

effective selection. 

Likewise, reciprocal recurrent selection differs from s.imp I e re-

current selection in the same features outlined above and~ additionally, 

in that two populations are investigated rather than one. So far as the 

progress of the inbreeding coeffi.cient and additive vartance per cycle 
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are concerned, the same theory applies per cycle to all four types of 

recurrent selection as long as the intercrossed population is not open-

poll inated for one or more generations as outlined in variat~on 2 

above; the initial value of the additive variance would of course be 

expected to be higher for simple recurrent selection than for the other 

three types. 

In this chapter it will be assumed ·that variation 2 is not employed. 

The basic concern is the rate of change of the inbreeding coefficient 

and of the homozygosity coefficient, and the relationship of these 

quantities to the population size, both initially and in terms of the 

number of lines saved by selection. 

5.2. Selection Intensity and Population Size 

In practice the selection intensity ranges from 5% to 40%; that is 

to say, from 95% to 60% of the population is discarded (this is contrary 

to Haldane's [47] use of the term in that his "selected" group is dis-

carded). Intensities in this range will be assumed. 

Geneticists and statisticians often describe the degree of dominance 

present at a locus by the parameter d [31, 68, 79]. In the case of no 

dominance (d = 0), ali genotypes are identifiable by observation; it is 

even possible to determine, for example in the two-locus case, whether 

the combination AaBb is in the coupling or in the repulsion phase. In 

the case of partial (or incomplete) dominance (0 < d < 1), all genotypes 

can be identified, though distinction between coup1ing and repulsion 

phases cannot be made. With complete dominance ·(d = 1) the heterozygote 

and the dominant homozygote are indistinguishable;· and with overdominance 
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(d > 1), the heterozygotes are phenotypically superior to the homozy-

gotes. Thus, for example, in simple recurrent selection if the selected 

trait depends on only one locus, and the frequency of the favorable 

allele ls 50% or more, then in the absence of complete dominance 

(i.e. 0 < d < 1) fixation would occur with the first generation for a 

selection intensity of 25% or less. Note, however, that the inbreeding 

coefficient is only one-half upon fixation, assuming the open-pollinated 

source population that is usually the·case. However the complete re-

current selection cycle is self-select-intercross, so that though upon 
1 selfing the source population. F =-,still after intercrossing to com-
2 

plete the cycle, F = 0 again, even in the presence of genetic fixation. 

In this special case, selection has--on the basis of the parent plants' 

observed genotypes--eliminated all heterozygotes and all recessive homo-

zygotes and though F == ! in the selected selfed seeds, genetic fixation 

with F = 0 results upon intercrossing at the close of the cycle. 

Table IV shows the progress of the population size if a constant 

selection intensity is practiced. For example if the experimenter In-

tends to maintain a selection intensity of 25% per cycle of recurrent se-

lection and begins with an initial population size of, say. 100, then the 

number of lines initiating the second and third recurrent cycles would 

be 300 and 2775 Jines, respectively» reading Table IV two times. This 

assumes no lines lost by natural selection, by pollination difficulties, 

etc., which is an extremely unlikely assumption in practice. The table 

ls intended merely as a guide. 

In practice the selection intensity is often varied so that a 
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Table IV. Population size following one cycle of recurrent selection 
for a population of given initial size (N) for selection 
i ntens i ti es ra_ng i ng. from 5% to 40%. 

Selection Intensity 
N 5% 10% . 15% 20% 25% 30% . 35% 40% 

50 I 10 21 45 66 105 136 190 
60 3 15 36 66 105 153 210 . 276 
70 3 21 45 91 136 210 276 378 
80 6 28 66 120 ·190 276 378 496 
90 6 36 78 153 231 351 465 630 

100 10 45 105 190 . 300 435 595 780 

110 10 55 120 231 351 528 703 946 
120 15 66 153 276 435 630 861 1128 
130 15 78 171 325 1~96 741 990 1326. 
140 21 91 210 378 595 861 1176 1540 
150 21 105 231 435 666 990 1326 1770 . 

160 28 120 276 496 780 1128. 1540 2016 
170 28 136 300 561 861 1275 1711 2278 
180 36 153 351 630 990 1431 1953 2556 
190 36 17 l 378 703 1081 1596 2145 2850 
200 45 190 435 780 1225 1770 2415 3160 

210 45 210 465 861 1326 1953 2628 3486 
220 55 231 528 946 1485 2145 2926 3828 
230 55 253 561 1035 1596 2346 3160 4186 
240 66 276 630 1128 1770 2556 3486 4560 
250 66 300 666 1225 1891 2775 3741 4950 

260 78 325 741 1326 2080 3003 4095 5356 
270 78 351 780 1431 2211 3240 4371 5778 
280 91 378 861 1540 2415 3486 4753 6216 
290 91 406 903 1653 2556 3741 5050 ·. 6670 
300 105 435 990 1;]70 2775 4005 5460 71°40 

310 105 465 1035 1891 2926 4278 5778 7626 
320 120 496 1128 2016 3160 4560 6216 8128 
330 120 528 l 176 2145 3321 4851 6555 8646 
340 136 561 1275 2278 3570 5151 7021 . 9180 
350 136 595 1326 2415 3741 5460 7381 ·9730 

In this table population sizes are obtained by truncation where ne-
cessary rather than by rounding. For example, if N = 50 and the 
selection intensity is 15%, then the population size is given by 
(7) (6) = 21. 2 
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manageable number of individual lines is available for fntercrossing in 

a given cycle. Often lines are lost because of environmental conditions, 

natural selection, insect dam.age, or because of pollination dt'fficul-

ties--particularly in the intercross phase. All of these conditions, 

along with artificial selecti:on, contribute to the selection pressure 

under which the population ts maintained .from one. generation to the next 

though, In general, only artificial selection is effective in fixing the 

desirable homozygotes. Limitations of space, funds and/or personnel 

often dictate the number of lines saved. Thus, for example, from an 

open-pollinated source population of 300 plants, 20 may be selected 

(6.7% selection intensity) to form lines which wi11 yield 190 separate 

intercrosses for selfing; then If 20 are selected again in cycle 2, the 

selection Intensity is 10.5% in that cycle. 

5.3. The Inbreeding Coefficient Under Selection 

Kempthorne [69] comments: "The calculation of inbreeding coeffi-

cients may be misleading in a population under selection;" and Falconer 

[31] observes that: "the coefficient of Inbreeding is a measure of the 

state of dispersion [of gene frequencies] only in the absence of selec-

t ion. 11 Falconer goes on to explain that there must be a distinction 

made between the state of dispersion of gene frequencies (affecting 

additive variance, inbreeding depression, etc.) and the coefficient of 

inbreeding as computed from the population size or pedigree relatton-

ships, since under selection the actual dispersion will be less than 

that indicated by F. Falconer is referring to seiectlon which favors 

the heterozygotes, such as natural selection operating during inbreeding 
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depression. However, similar comments apply in the case of intense 

directional selection. For examp1e, in Section 5.2, a special case has 

already been outlined in which gene fixation occurs under selection 

simultaneously with an inbreeding coefficient of zero. This distinction 

emphasizes the need for a generalized measure of homozygosity which 

accounts for genes being al.ike either in state or by descent. 

In general inbreeding promotes hom0zygosis; likewise directional 

selection (if 0 < d ~ l) promotes homoiygosis. However, when combined, 

each inhibits the action of the other in a recurrent program: direc-

tional selection seeks to fix the favorable allele, while in the selfing 

phase 25% of the heterozygotes segregate as homozygous for the unf avor-

ab 1 e allele (in the one locus case); inbreeding increases the proportion 

of homozygous loci only to have it decreased as selection removes part 

or all of the recessive homozygotes (unless, of course, the selection 

intensity is such that a large proportion of "the heterozygotes also 

are discarded). Thus one must approach the interpretation of the in-

breeding coefficient with caution when selection is involved; and if the 

point of interest is the degree of heterozygosity of the population, 

then a generalized heterozygosity index should be obtained rather than 

any measure of the degree of inbreeding. 

If selection is effective (as is assumed throughout this paper), 

then the superior individuals In the source population will be repre-

sented more often in the ancestry of successive selected progenies than 

will be the inferior individuals; and, furthermore, the various lines 

selected in any given cycle will tend to be more or less inbred accord-
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ing to the number of exceptional performers In their ancestry. (This 

tendency of genetically superior individuals to be most inbred results 

in a reduction of effective population size under intense selection; see 

Robertson [107] for further details.) As a measure of inbreeding in a 

given cycle, what is needed is an average inbreeding coefficient for the 

intercross population (since this marks the termination of a breeding 

cycle) of a given cycle of recurrent sel~ction. 

Consider Figure 7, which gives a· possible selection pattern. Refer-

ring to the definitions of the four basic methods of recurrent selection 

given in Section 1.l, one may observe that if the selection of lines 

E, F, G, and H (or of O, P, Q, and R in the second cycle) in Figure 7 is 

based upon observation of phenotypes, then simple recurrent selection is 

involved; if their selection is based upon observation of the phenotypes 

of the progeny of A, B, C, and D (or of I, J, L, and M in the second 

cycle) when crossed with a homozygous tester stock (heterozygous tester 

stock) then recurrent selection for SCA (GCA) is involved. With re-

ciprocal recurrent selection, for each of the two populations, a mating 

series is conducted such as is illustrated by Figure 7; and selection 

of, say individuals E, F, G, and H (or O, P, Q, and R in the second 

cycle), in the first popu1ation is based upon the observed phenotypes of 

progenies resulting from the outcrossing of A, B, C, and D {or I, J, L, 

and M) with a random sample of individuals from the second population 

involved. Since, with reciprocal recurrent selection, the selection of 

lines is based on observation of the offspring of an outcrossing of these 

lines with a genetically unrelated population, the tendency to select 
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the more Inbred lines in either of the two populations Is reduced. Thus, 

with reciprocal recurrent selection, one may expect the d.egree of ln-

breedt.ng to be less, even though the procedure for calculating it is 

identical to that used in the case of the other three types of recurrent 

selection. 

The following derivation is illustrated by F.igure 7, though It is 

not restricted by the fact that Figure 7 specifies a particular case. 

Let ai' i = 1, ..• , N, be the number of times each 1 i ne saved in cycle 

is represented tn the parents of progeny saved in cycle 2, where N is 

the total number of lines saved. Let b. = a. if a. > 2 and let ,EI a 
I I 1- i 

denote the sum of all a. = 1. Then 2N = .Ea. = .Eb. + .I:'a •• In the deri-
I I I I 

vation, the inbreeding coefficient in the population is developed in terms 

of a weighted average of the inbreeding coefficients of the individuals 

comprising the population; because of the regularity of the breeding 

pattern, some population results may be derived in terms of correspond-

ing results based on individual pedigrees. 

In developing the results of this section, the following notation 

and definitions will be observed: 

F(j,k), where j = 0, 1, 2 and k = 1, 2, •.• , n, denotes the de-

gree of inbreeding in the jth generation of the kth recurrent cycle. 

r(j ,k), where j = 0, J, 2 and k = 1, 2, ••. , n, denotes the co-

efficient of parentage in the jth generation of the kth recurrent cycle. 

F (k), where k = 1, 2, .•• , n, denotes the d_egree of i nbr~edi ng in 

the terminal (i.e., second) generation of the kth recurrent cycle, and is 

used Interchangeably with f(Z,k) whenever emphasis of the generation in-
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r(k), where k = l, 2, ···~ n, denotes the coefficient of parentage 

ln the termina1 generation of the kth recurrent cycle (see page 48 for 

further discussion of the relationship between these double-superscripted 

and single-superscripted quantities). 

FX denotes the inbreeding coefficient for the individual X; i.e. the 

probability that the t't10 genes. x1 and x2 in the individual X are identi-

cal by descent, P(x1 = x2}. 

rXY denotes the coefficient of parentage between X and Y; i.e. 

rxy = ~[P(x 1 = y ) + P(x = y ) + P(x = y ) + P(x2 = y2)]. If X is the 
1 1 2 2 1 

offspring of a cross of the individuals A and B, and if Y is the off-

spring of a cross between C and D, then rXY may be denoted r AxB,CxD If 

Z is an offspring of a cross between X and Y, then FZ = rxy; this 

relationship and the relationship rXX = ~(l + FX) are basic to the study 

of pedigree relationships (see [31, 68, 79]). 

K1 denotes the inbreeding coefficient of an Individual which results 

from a closed loop pedigree; 

K is the inbreeding coefficient of an individual \-Jhlch results from 
2 

a single line pedigree (not a closed loop); 

K] denotes the coefficient of relationship between two individuals 

who have a common parent; 

K' denotes the coefficient of relationship between two individuals 
2 

who do not have a comroon parent. 

If r = 0 in the source population, then the only possible contri-

bution to F(2,2) (i.e., by the above definitiont Fin generation 2 of 
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eye 1 e 2) is that made by 1 i nes represented two or more t l mes in the 

first generation of any cycle> such as those which terminate in S, T, U, 

V, or X in Figure 7 (W does not result from a closed loop}. The value 

of this contribution to F is K1• If r 'F 0 in the source population, 

lfnes which do not result from closed loop pedigrees can contribute 

to F{Z, 2). This contribution is defined above as K2; it can be calcu-

lated as FW. 

All lines represented exactly once In the first generation of any 

1 ( h H • F' 7) ·11 "b K 1 toF(2 , 2). s· eye e sue as 1n 1gure wt contrv ute 2 E ai ince 

any two lines in the selected population of the second cycle can have at 

most one common ancestor in the first cycle, any line represented twice 

(such as E) supplies exactly one closed loop and contributes 1 x K1 to 

the inbreeding coefficient; any line represented exactly three times 

(such as F) supplies exactly three closed loops and contributes 

and, in general, one represented a. > 2 times out of the total 
I -

possible offspring lines supp1ies a contribution of(:i)x K1• 

3 x K1; 

of (N) 
2 

Thus the 

total contribution to F of individuals resulting from closed loop ped-

igrees ts K1E\:i) and of those resulting from single line pedigrees is 

N \b') { ) - 1 = E1a .• 
2 2 I 

from Figure 7, it follows that, in general, 

and thus 
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5.3.1. KJ = 1 r(l,O) + 1 f(l,O) + .i. 
4 Tb 10 

Similarly 

or, in general, 

5.3.2. 

Thus, using 5.3.1. and 5.3.2., the aver~ge degree of inbreeding at the 

termination of cycle 2 is 

= (~) {[m - L (~ 1) ] 

~:(~ r) [ t r ( t , o) + J F ( 1 , o) + 1 ~J} . 
One may as well add the restriction N > 3 at this point, since for 

N = 2 no selection would be possible; and for N = 3, selection would 

either terminate the population or result in a population of size 2 with 

the same difficu1ties just mentioned. 

The minimum inbreeding would occur if all lines were represented 

equally (i.e. twice) in which case (~i) = 1 for al1 i. so that 

5.3.4. 

If, in the derivation of 5.3,3., one were to delete the generation 

of selfing which is assumed to initiate the recurrent series· (and which 

is almost always employed in practice), and if it were assumed that 
l F = r = 0 in the source population, then Kl= St and instead of 5.3.3., 
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(~) 

+ 
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which, expressed as a percent and with the definition of the binomial 

coefficients applied, reduces to 

5.3.5. F = 

given by Sprague,~!!.· [132]. Note that this expression is valid for 

only one cycle and only under the restrictions noted above. Of course 

Section 5.3 assumes a simple one-locus situation and thus is rather un-

realistic as far as application to.the investigation of quantitative 

inheritance is concerned. 

The preceding derivation was made in terms of the first and second 

recurrent cycles in order to emphasize its relationship to the well-

known formula given by Sprague,~!!.!..·; it is obvious, however, that the 

argument holds if 1 and 2 are replaced by n and n+l to indicate a 

general cycle in the selection procedure. Also, since r(n,O) and 

F(n,O) represent the coefficients of parentage and inbreeding, respec-

tive1y, in the source population of the nth cycle of recurrent selec-

tion, they could be expressed as and F {n-1) l nasmuch as the , 

source population of any given cycle is the population produced by in-

tercross fng the selected population (in other words, the terminal 

generation) of the preceding cycle and it is the intercrossed population 

for which an inbreeding coefficient ls desired. With this notation, the 

11 n11 which represents cycle number corresponds to 11 2n11 in terms of gen-
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eration number as defined in Chapter 4~ and one need no longer concern 

oneself with whether the selfed or the intercrossed generation ls in-

volved at a given stage, Thus, for N > 2, 

5.3.6. 

1 {n) 3 } + 16 F +IT) . 

To apply this formula to successive generations, one must be supplied 

the values of r(O) and F(O), recognize that F(l} ·= r(O), and also have 

a recurrence formula for (n+ l ) r . 

A recurrence formula for r{n+l) may be obtained by observing that 

the contribution of any two individuals to the value of r(n+l) wil1 be 

K1 = 3 r(n) ~ _l_ F(n) + 1- if the individuals have a common parent (by 
1 4 16 16 

definition of the mating system, any two individuals in the (n+l)st 

cycle may have at most one common parent); and the contribution will be 

K1 = r(n) if they do not have a common parent. Any single individual 
2 

has two parents, of which one is a common parent with a set of N - 2 

other individuals and the second is a common parent with a disjoint set 

of N - 2 other Individuals. Furthermore~ the two individuais in ques-

tion are chosen from the offspring of the parent generation of 

size N > 2. Thus, given any two individuals in the (n+l)st cycle of 

a recurrent selection program {the intercrossed generation}, the prob-

ability that they have a parent in common is given by 

1 - = . 2 (N - 2) 

(~) - l 
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5.3.7. r(n+l) = 2(N - 2)Kf 

(~) - 1 

50 

+ l~ I _ 2(N ~) J. K~ = 4Ki + (N-3)K~ 
(~) - N + l 

Note that the selection intensity,~~' has no effect on the in-

breeding coefficient, though intense selection will increase the total 

homozygosity; however the number of lines (or individuals) saved has a 

profound effect on the size of the i nf:>r.eed i ng coefficient. A 1 sop s i nee 

the breeding pattern cal ls for al 1 possib~le iritercrosses of the selected 

generation, the effect of selection upon the coefficient of parentage 

occurs only through the contribution of F to K;. 
In Table V are outlined the numerical results obtained from 5.3.6 

. . 

and 5.3.7 if one assumes equal representation of all lines (i.e. bi = 2 

for all i) and allows the parameters N, r(O), and F(O) to vary and 

then traces the progress of the degree of panmixia through twenty-five 

cycles (50 generations) of recurrent selection. Maintenance of a con-

stant population size (by selection fo]lowing the selfing phase) is as-

sumed in the method by which Table V is generated. The dramatic effects 

of population size (N} and initial coeffic·ient of parentage (r(O)) are 

evident from Table V and of these two, r(O) is the more important; the. 

value of the inbreeding coefficient in the source population (F(O)) has 

little effect on the panmictic index at the ith recurrent cycle (p(i)). 

These effects are seen in greater detail in the graphs of Figure 8, in 

which F(O) is assumed to be zero. Under the restriction that b· = 2 
i 

for all i, equations 5.3.6 and 5.3.7 r"educe to 



Table V. Progress of populations of varying sizes, varying initial inbreeding coefficients, and 
varying initial coefficients of parentage through twenty-five cycles of recurrent selec-
tion, assuming minimum inbreeding. 

Initial Conditions I Values of the Panmictic Index (P = 1 - F) at the End 
of the Indicated Recurrent Clcle 

r(O) F(O) N I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 15 20 25 

10 1.00 .96 .83 .78 .73 .68 I .ss .39 .28 .20 
15 l.00 .97 .89 .84 .81 .77 .67 • 53 .42 .33 
25 1.00 .98 .93 .90 .88 .85 I .18 .68 .59 .51 

0 0 100 1.-00 1.00 .98 .97 .97 .96 .94 .90 .87 .84 
10 .75 .12 . 3 .59 .55 • 51 . • 2 .30 .21 • 15 
15 .75 0 73 .67 • 64 • 61 • 58 • 55 ( • 50 .40 .32 .25 
25 .75 .74 .70 .68 .66 .64 . 62 . 59 • 51 .44 .38 

.25 0 100 ,75 .75 .74 0 73 . 73 . 72 • 12 I . 10 .68 .65 .63 
10 .25 • 25 .22 • 21 .19 -:18 .17 .15 • 11 .08 .05 
15 .25 .25 • 23 .22 .21 .20 .19 I :18 • 14 • 11 .09 
25 .25 .25 .24 .23 .23 .22 • 21 • 20 .17 • 15 .13 

.75 0 100 • 25 .25 .25 .25 .24 .24 .24 I .24 .23 .22 • 21 
10 1.00 .95 • 3 .7 .72 . .63 .55 .39 .28 .20 
15 1.00 .97 • 88 .84 .80 • 13 I .64 . 53 .42 .33 
25 1.00 .98 ,93 .90 .87 .83 .78 .67 • 58 . 51 

0 .25 100 1.00 l.00 .98 .97 .97 .95 .94 .90 .87 .84 
10 1.00 .95 . . 2 .77 .72 • 2 .5 .39 • 20 .20 
15 1.00 .97 .87 .83 .80 . 13 I .66 .52 .41 .33 
25 1.00 .98 .92 .90 .87 .82 .78 .67 . 58 .so 

0 .75 100 1.00 1.00 .98 .97 .97 .95 .94 .90 .87 .84 
10 .50 . • 2 .39 .3 .32 .2 .20 • 1 . 10 
15 .so .49 .44 .42 .40 .37 I .33 .26 • 21 • 17 
25 .50 .49 .46 .45 .44 .41 .39 .34 .29 .25 

.so .so 100 . 50 • 50 .49 .49 .48 .48 I .47 .45 .44 .42 

\. .. i 
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F(n+2) =_£__ q .. r(n) +_1 F(n} + 3) +J'l-3 r{n), and 
N-1 <t 16 16 N-1 

r (n+l) = _i_ cl r (n) + _1 f (n) + -1) 
N+1 4 16 16 

N-3 (n) + -- r 
N+1 ' 

which were used to obtain the results of Table V and Figure 8. 

Maximum inbreeding results when, at each cycle, one line is repre-

sented N-1 times, N-2 lines are each represented only once, and one 

line is represented twice. Table VI shows the progress of the panmic-

tic index under the same assumptions as in Table V except that a minimum 

iribreeding selection pattern is replaced by one of maximum inbreeding. 

The extension of the results given by equations 5.3.6 and 5.3.7 

to k indep~ndently segregating loci would be the same as in Section 4.1 

if no selection were involved; however because of the selection constants 

1 - and 

one must instead obtain this extension as a spec! al case of the result 

for k 1 inked loci (see page 69}. 

5.4. The.Heterozygosity Index 

Let H denote the probability that two genes at a given locus in 

an individual are homozygous (either by descent or in state). Then H 

is an index of total homozygosity and J - H an index of total hetero-

zygosity within an individual. Lee t denote the probability that two 

genes randomly chosen from a gi·ven locus in two Individuals are homozy~ 

gous (either by descent or in. s fate); then t .is an Index of tot a 1 homo-



Table VI. Progress of populations of varying sizes, varying initial inbreeding coefficients, and 
varying initial coefficients of parentage through twenty-five cycles of recurrent 
selection, assuming maximum inbreeding. 

Initial Conditions Values of the Panmictic Index (P = 1 - F) at the End 
of the Indicated Recurrent Cycle 

r(O) F(O) N 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 15 20 25 
ro~---T~OO~--:-s-s--.w---./fi~ .69 .64 .60 ."Sb .48 .34 .22i .17 
15 1.00 .84 .80 .76 .72 .69 .65 .62 .56 .44 .34 .27 
25 1.00 .83 .81 .77 .75 .73 .71 .68 .64 .55 .47 .41 

0 0 100 1.00 .82 .81 .79 .79 .78 .77 .77 .76 .73 .70 .67 
10 .75 .65 .60 .5~ .52 .48 .45 .42 .36 .26 .18 .13 
15 .75 .64 .60 .57 .5'• .52 .49 .47 .42 .33 .26 .20 
25 .75 .64 .61 .58 .57 .ss .53 .52 .so .42 ,36 .3! 

. 25 0 100 . 75 . 63 . 61 . 60 . S9 . 59 . 58 . 58 . 57 . 55 . 52 . 50 
10 .25 .25 .21 .20 .18 .17 .16 .15 .. 13 .09 .06 .04 
15 • 25 • 25 . 21 • 20 • 19 . 18 • 17 • 16 .• 15 . 12 . 09 • 07 
25 .25 .25 .21 .20 .19 .19 .18 .18 .16· .14 .12 .11 

,75 0 100 .25 .25 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .19 .19 .18 .18 .17 
. 10 1.00 .84 .79 .73 .68 .61i .59 .55 .49 .34 .24 .16 

15 1.00 .82 .80 .75 .72 .68 .65 .62 .56 .44 .34 .27 
25 1.00 .81 .80 .77 .75 ,73 .70 .68 .64 .55 .47 .41 

·o .25 100 1.00 .80 .81 ,79 ,79 .78 .77 ,77 .76 .73 .70 .. 67 
10 1.00 .81 .78 .72 .68 .63 .59 .55 .47 .33 .23 .Tb 
15 1.00 .80 .79 .75 .71 .68 .65 .61 .58 .43 .34 .27 
25 1.00 .78 .78 .77 .75 .72 .70 .68 .64 .55 .47 .40 

0 .75 100 1.00 .77 .81 .79 .79 .78 .77 .77 .75 .73 .70 .67 
10 .so .42 .40 ,37 .34 .32 .30 .28 .24 .17 .12· .OB" 
15 .50 .42 .40 .38 .36 .34 .33 .31 .28 .22 . 17 .13 
2S .so .43 .40 .39 .38 .38 .36 .35 .32 .28 .24 .20 

.so .so 100 .50 .41 .41 .40 .39 .39 ,39 .38 .38 .36 .35 .34 

IJ'I 
..!:'-
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z_ygoslty and 1 - t an lndex of total hete.rozygosity between indivi-

duals in a populatlon. For a. gtven individual _or tn a. gtven population, 

these quantities may be calculated (or estimated) from observation of 

the genotype (if 0 < d < 1) or from known (or estimated} gene frequen-

cies. 

As pointed out in Sections 2.4 and 5.2, the degree of inbreeding 

at any given cycle in a population under selection may not reflect the 

degree of homozygosis because the extent of the homogeniety in the 

source population is unknown, because selection has accelerated the 

approach toward genetic fixation, or because inbreeding depression Is 

working against the trend of artificial selection so that the "more 

desirable" phenotypes are perhaps sterile or less viable. Thus if the 

experimenter relies upon the degree of inbreeding to yield a measure of 

expected variability upon which to base estimates of future selection 

effectiveness, his experimental results may deviate considerably from 

his predictions. In other words (see Section 5.3) the calculation of 

inbreeding coefficients may well be misleading, as observed by Kempthorne 

and Falconer. Specifically, the measures needed are H and t, the 

indexes of total homozygosity within and between the Individuals of the 

breeding population. 

Given H and t in a source population, the change in these quan-

tities from one generation to the next is calculable in exactly the same 

manner as F and r for any given breeding pattern. Thus all of the 

development of Section 5.3, specifically Formula 5.3.6 and Formula 5.3.7, 

holds if F is replaced by H and r by t, yieidi_ng ~measure of 
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the total homozygosity ln a populatlon under selection; .of course 

H ~ F and t ~ r in al 1 cases. It would be this index which would be 

of value to the plant breeder in evaluating the vartability to .be ex-

pected in any generation of a recurrent selection breedi.ng pr.ogram. H{O) 

and t(O} may be estimated from known gene frequencies in the source 

population; and in the case of an open-pollinated source population, 

~rior to artificial selection, H(O) = t(a). 



VI. THE EFFECTS OF LINKAGE ON THE PROGRESS Of THE POPULATION 

6.1. Introduction 

Given the same assumptions as in Chapter IV, except for that of in-

dependent segregation, then it. is evident that a system of recurrent se-

lection is closed to the introduction of genetic material from outside 

the system (barring pollen contamination, etc.); andp furthermore, that 

the self-select-intercross pattern yi~lds mating components as illus-

trated by Figure 4 for the loop portions of the pedigree. Add to these 

the assumption of ~ffective selection as in Chapter V, and the problem 

now is to obtain a generalized average Inbreeding coefficient which will 

be the n-1 i nked-loc I analog of 5 ,3 .6 ~ and also to obtain a genera 1 i zed 

index of homozygosity and/or heterozygosity. 

The notation used in this chapter is similar to that used by Shikata 

[118,119], who has shown [121] the relationships between his notation 

and that of Schnell [115]. Shikata's method, as it applies to the mating 

pattern under consideration in this study, is presented in detail in Sec-

tion 6.2. Shikata ([122] and personal communication, 1968) has outlined 

the conditions which limit the applicability of his simplified method of 

determining the generali~ed inbreeding coefficient: that all genes in-

troduced to the closed loop pedigree are identical by descent with 

probability zero to genes descended from the common parent of the closed 

loop, and/or to other genes f ntroduced to the closed loop. In Section 

6.4 It ls shown that when these conditions are imposed, the generalized 

inbreeding coefficient derived for an individual of the population in 

Section 6.3 reduces to that given by Shikata's formula; furthermore, it 

57 
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is shown that In the one-locus case, if one Ignores the flrst genera-

tlon of selfing, the generalized average inbreeding coefficient reduces 

to formula 5.3.5, the coefficrent given by Sprague~·~.!!_. [132] ~ 

In order to visualize the relationships to be defined, consider one 

of the closed loop pedigrees from Figure 7, illustrated by Figure 9. 

The individuals Band T represent the beginning and end, respective~y, 

of this closed 1oop pedigree. The reproductive stages subscripted 11011 

and 11211 correspond to selfing (component· 1 of Figure 4); and SI 
1 

correspond to component 3 of Figure 4; and s3 and s3 correspond to 

component 2. Since Is itself a closed loop pedigree consisting of 

only two individuals, Band F, it may be considered separately by Shlka-

ta's method; thus the derivation is made for the pedigree beginning with 

individual F and ending with T. Any contribution to the degree of in-

breeding resulting from selected Jines represented only once in the sue-

ceeding selected population is considered separately. 

6.2. Shikata's Method of Obtaining a Generalized Inbreeding Coefficient 

in a Closed Loop Pedigree 

The following is a summary of those portions of Shikata's work 

{es pee I a 11 y [118, 121 , 123]) regarding the general i zed inbreeding coef-

ficlent which pertain to the derivation obtained in this study. Minor 

changes In notation have been made for clarity and consistency relative 

to the notation used in thts paper. 

Consider Figure 10, which gives a closed loop pedigree beginning 

with individual y and ending with o; each stage of reproduction is 
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Cycle Generation 

(0) 

(1) 

(2) (0) 

2 (1) 

(2) 

Pedigree 

A B 

E 

0 

s' 2 

c 
t I 

0 

Figure 9. Pedigree of an Individual T in the fifth generation (second 
generation of the second cycle) of a recurrent series. 
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Figure 10. Closed loop pedigree beginning at y and ending at 6. 
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r=l ,2, ... ~kl and s=l ,2, .•• ,k2• Given 

possible sets of identical genes: that 

(~) for which all genes are identical by descent, those (n~l) .for which 

exactly one gene is not identical by descent, etc. Let · {X} denote 
e: 

the set of genes that are Identical by descent at e:=y or e:=o and 

denote by if>. = l/J • ({x} ) J,e: J e: an ordering function which assigns to {X} 
e: 

an ordered position number (j=l, ••• ,2n) ·according to which of the 2n 

possible subsets is represented by {X} and indicates the presence of 
e: 

identical genes by a 11 111 and their absence by a 110. 11 The generalized 

inbreeding coefficient for n linked loci shall be deffned as a vector 

F having e: ' 2" c~ponents F{l/J. ) , where Xk, J , e: 
k=l,2, •.• ,n, is either or 0 according to whether or not the 

kth locus has identical genes at e:=y or e:=o. For example, the 

22 = 4 possible inbreeding coefficients for the two linked loci would 

be 

so that 

j=l: 

j=2: 

j=3: 

j=4: 

F = £ 

F{l/11,e:) = F (11) £ 

F(l/J2,s) = Fs(lO) 

F(iJi3 ,e:) = F (01) e: 

F(1Ji4,s) = F (00) e: 

[ ~=UH]. Fs(OO) e: 

= F{{X1 ,x2}£) 

= F({Xl}s) 

"" F{{X2} £) 

= F (R) ) ' e: 

At each stage of reproduction any given gene is either carried to 

the progeny or discarded from the set of transmitted genes with certain 
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probabllttles. In order to obtain F0 It ls necessary to find the 

probability that any given set of genes is carried from y to c5 

as a function of FY, k1, k2 , and the recombination probabil ~ties. 

stage 

Denote by {y}~ the set of genes carried tn the pedigree through 

~ = a or r ~ = as from the parent, where r=l ,2, .•• ,kl and 

s= 1 , 2 , ••• , k2 • 

The set of genes which are identical by descent from y at o, 

{X}c5 is composed of two disjoint se'ts: those genes which were iden-

tical at y, and those which were not identical at y but which were 

passed simultaneously from y to a1 and s1 on both sides of the 

closed loop; in any case, to be identical by descent from y at c5, 

two genes must have passed through all reproductive stages of the 

closed ioop. Thus, for some tth set of genes, the result of these-

quence of reproductive stages (k1 stages on the "left-hand" portion of 

the loop and k2 stages on the 11 right-hand11 portion) which produces 

{X} 0 from· {X}Y may be expressed set theoretically as follows: 

':i k2 
6.2. t. ({X}.1'<; r 1 {y} n {y}ll l n [{X} 0n'\J{X} s= fyl 

v r=2 ar s=2 Ps Y a1 

k k 
('\ {yJ- 13 ] (l [I{ {y}a ('f {y}e = {X}c5]. 

l r=l r s=l s 

Thus for a given jth set of genes {X} 0, 6.2. l describes the repro-

ductive process yielding that set of genes from an Initial s·et of genes 

· {X}Y; and ljij,o = tPj({X} 0) assigns to {X} 0 Its sequence value as 

one of the 2" possible subsets of identical genes for then linked 



loci in question. The first bracketed expression corresponds to the 

case that includes {X} , for whtch the transmttted genes are necessar-
y 

i ly identical at a 1 and s1 regardless of the recombination~ and 

thus does not require the inclusion of . {y} n {y} 0 In order to have 
a1 .,., l 

· {X} 0 • Since sets of genes passed simultaneously on both sides of the 

closed loop from the second thro_ugh the l~st reproductive st.age may 

result in 2n different possible 

sion could represent any one of 2n 

~. ~'s, the first bracketed expres-J,u . 
different sets. The second brae-

keted quantity includes the set of those genes Identical by descent at 

o which were not identical by descent at y; in order to have {X} 
0 

simultaneously with the set of genes that were not identical at y, 

. {X} , the 
y 

al and el 

genes involved must have been passed simultaneously to both 

from y. The set of genes {y} n {y} a includes all genes 
a1 "'1 

passed from y to both sides of the loop simultaneously; there are 2" 

different · {X} 's possible and this loop parent y may pass the same 
y 

genes (i.e. an unbroken chromosome) to both sides of the loop; or it 

may have (") possible gene recombinations in one locus only which 
1 

result in passing one set of genes through al and the same set except 

for one gene through S 1 J or it may have (") 
2 

possible gene recombina-

tions in two loci only which result in passing one set of genes through 

a1 and the same set except for two genes through 

for each of the zn possible {X} 1 s there are 
y 

al' etc., s~ that 

2n different possi-

bilities for· {y}a (}{y} 0 yielding a total of 22n outcomes, some 
1 I-' 1 

of which are impossible. In order to have· {X}0, however, the sets of 

genes must have been passed from parent to offspring through the entire 
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loop from y to o, as expressed by the third bracketed quant[ty (this 

exc 1 udes those. genes introduced l nto the loop. that. we·re i dent l ca 1 on 1 y 

in state to those genes carrted through the loop). Oenot i.ng ·the first 

bracketed quantlty by dj {j=l,Z, ..• ,2n), the second by c1 (i=l,2, ..• , 

22"), and the third by e, and col lectt.ng these condi ttons for al 1 

possTble sets, the desired functton of {X}Y and · {X} 0 reflecti~g 

transformation by k 1 reproduct[ve st.ages on the "left" of the loop 

and k2 reproductive stages on the "right" may be expressed 

l.({X} 0;k1;k2dX\) = (l}dJ,)(I (ye1) (I e. 
J I 

Denote the probability of obtaining by P'({X} ;k ;k ';{X} ), which 
0 1 2 y 

may then be expressed 

P{{X}o;kl;k2~{X}y) = f:P(ct,) f:P(dj,), 

where i=l,2, .•• ,22n and j=1,2, •.. ,2n while r• and J' denote 

those values of the e's and d's which are possible under the re-

striction that· {X} Is transformed to· {X} , and !: 1 indicates that 
y 0 

summation is taken over those cases which do not violate condition e 

(reproductive stages yielding genes identical by descent at ~ after 

having passed simultaneously through both sides of the closed loop 

through all reproductive stages from the common ancestor y). In order 

to develop a calculating formula whlch is perhaps more descrtpttve, 

consider the set of genes . {y}l =· {y}Cll n {y}e, ;' {y}l could be any one 

of 2" d f fferent sets. Denote by A J, 1 = A J Hy} 1) an ordering func-

tion which assigns to · {y} 1 an ordered position number (corresponding 
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to the sequence number assigned by l)Jj 'e) according to which of the 2n 

possible subsets is represented by {y }1 and which indicates the pre-

sence of identical genes by a 11 111 and their absence_ by a 110. 11 Note that 

"identical genes 11 in this sense implies that the indfvidual resulti_ng 

from the reproductive phase has genes identical to those of the 

separate and distinct Individual resulting from the a1 phase. Thus 

{y}1 is the set of genes passed simultaneously through a1 and a1 

by y, and for the two locus case 

At, 1 = ( 11) imp 1 t es the two offsprl ng of y have both loop-

parenta l genes identical following the first reproductive 

stage; 

. fli,1 =(lo) implies the first-position genes are Identical and 

the second are not; 

. A),l = {01) impl les the second-position genes are identical and 

the first are not; 

. A4, 1 = (00) implies neither are identical. 

For some j=Jl' 1J)({X} 0) = wj 1,c5 and for some j=J 2, 

Collecting all transformations of the 2n possible "'J · 's yielding 
2tY . 

~. ~'s, one may express them in the form of a 2n x 2" transformation 
J 1 'u 

matrix with J1j 2th component given by 

6.2.2. [P{~J c5;k 1 ;k2 ;~. )] .• = E'P(c)E'P(d), 
1' J2,Y J}J2 C D 

where C = {cjc yields {y} 1 from the given {X}Y}, and D ... · {djd yields 

{X}cS from the {y} 1 Indicated by c} and where E1 ·Jndicates that condl-
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tton e is not violated. 

In order to calculate P(c 1) and P(dj). it wi11 be convenient 

to label the recombination probabilities 2p1, 2p2, ••• ,and ~o Identify 

the left chromosome as that taken from the closed loop parent and the 

r_ight chromosome as that taken by the offspri_ng from the parent out-

side the closed loop, except at y (see Figure 11a). Further, assume 

that the tops of the chromosomes are not.exchanged In recombination; 

and denote by p the probabll ity of r·ecomblnation In the left chromo-

some and by p' that for the r_ight chromosome (see Figure llb). No 

generality is lost by these ordering principles, since "right" and 

11 1eft11 chromosome and 11 top11 of the chromosome have no genetic signl-

ficance; also p1 = Pi numerical Jy. Usf_ng this device, one may define 

p1 as the recomb i nat ton probab il i ty correspond i_ng to the case for 

which all genes are passed from the closed loop parent and pl as 

that for which all parental genes are discarded; p is that for which . 2 
only the top (first) gene is carried and the rest discarded, and p' 

2 
is that for which all loop parental genes are carried except the one 

at the top; etc. At Y, pl fo.r a 1 and pl for a1 yields the 

probability of. A1 1 = (11. •. l); whereas p1 for a and p' for 
p 1 . 1 

a1 yields the probability of. A2n, l = (00 ••• O) if {X\ =fl, etc. 

Writing 11 111 for genes transmitted from a loop parent and 11011 

for genes introduced from outsrde the loop, one may observe the corre-

spondence between the 2n possible sets {y}E, where e is any arbi-

trary Individual, and the recombination probablli_ties for the various 

possible cases in the three-locus situation, for example, as shown be-



Fl gure 11 a. 

p' 
1 

Figure 11 b. 

y 

Chromosomes given by a parent in the closed loop 
are piaced ~t the left ·sidi'extept at y. 

P. 
I 

p! 
l 

The tops of chromosomes are not exchanged during re-
combi natlon; p corresponds to the probability of re-
combination relative to a loop parental chromosome 
and p 1 to non-loop parental chromosome, except at 

Figure 11. Order relationships assumed for chrompsomes. 
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low. At the same time one may define an ordering pattern for A and 'ti> 

by correspondl_ng values of the subscript j to these ordered triplets. 

J=l: pl : (111): {Xl ,_x2,X3} 

j=8: p I• 1 • (000): 16 

J=5: p : 
2 

(100): {X.1} 

j=3: p I; 
2 

{011): {X2,X3} 

6.2.3. j•2: P3: (1 lO): {Xl ,X2} 

J•7: p I: 
3 

(001): {X3} 

J=4: P4: (.101): {Xl,X3} 

J=6: p I• 4· {010): {X2} 

Let u = k1 + k2 - 2 and4 it Is immediate that, from 6.2.3 and 

the definition of the conditions dj, 

P(d 1) = p~, since 'tl>t,o requires (111) at all u stages 

beyond stage 1, 
u since (p1 + p3) corresponds to (lll) 

or (110) at a11 u stages 

P(d3) = (pl + p2)U - pl' etc. 

6.2.4. P(d4) = (pl + p4)u - P~ 

P(d5) = (pl+ Pz + P3 + P4>u - p~ -·{(pl+ p3)u - p~} - {(pl+ 

P4)U - pl} 

4Note that for selfing k = k = 1 and u = O •. Also for the self-
se1ect-intercross ma.ting iattefn of recurrent selection, k1 = 1<2 = 3 
and u = 4 for the loop portion of the ped.igree. 
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P(d6) = (pl+ p~ + P3 + p4)u - p~ - {(pl 

P )U - Pu} 
3 1 

P(d7) = (pl + p~ +Pi+ P4)U - p~ - {(pl 
) u u 

P4 - pl} 

P(d8) = 1 - P(U di) = l - EP(di). 

The conditions c include the simultaneous transmission to both sides 
t 

of the loop genes which were not identical by descent at the loop source 

parent Y. A mult!p1 [cation of any two p 1s or combtnatton of p's 

and p 's from 6.2.3 which correspond to triplets having the same num-

ber in a given position corresponds to the case that identical. genes 

have been transmitted at a 1 and 81 to both sides of the loop; thus, 

for example, p~, pi, p1p2, p~p4, etc., would all give Identical X~s 
In the offsprtng, where for p2 and p p the Identical 11 topmost11 

l 1 2 2 
gene would result from the "right" chromosome of y and for pl and p~p4 

the Identical "topmost11 gene would result from the 11 left11 chromosome of 

Y. Also p~ would yield x2 and x3 identical as well; P2P4 would 

yield x2 Identical as well as x 1 ~ p1p2 would result only tn x1 
identical; etc. 

6 Since, in this three-locus example, there are 2 e's, these would 

be somewhat tedious to list; however, observing 6.2.3 and recalling 

the definition of the e's, the method of calculation of the e's is 

seen to be equivalent to that used for selfing relatlonshipsi P(ci)' 

i=l,2?···,220 , can be given as the sum of certain products of recombina-

tlons, all of which are of the second power of p's. Thus the degree of 
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inbreeding at tS may be expressed in terms of a transformation (using 

6.2.2) of the degree of inbreedtng at y: 

6.2.5. 

or, in more compact notation, 

6.2.6. 

The matrix m can be expressed as a product of matrices, each re--u 
presenting a particular stage in the reproductive process of the 

closed loop. The selfing-type phase at stage 1 (a1 and a1) is unique 

In the loop; and, fol lowing th ls stage, al 1 succeeding st.ages result 

from the same type of transformation. Letting ~ represent the trans-

formation at reproductive stages a1 and a1 and !!!. represent the 

transformation at each of the u other stages, then 6.a.6 can be ex-

pressed 

where mu Is, as tndlcated, the uth power of the matrix m. If the 

ordering functions • and A are defined with ]-subscripts ~s indi-

cated by 6.2.3, for which larger values of j imply a larger number of 

unlike genes, then the matrix l1!o• corresponding to the selfing type 

of transformation, is an upper triangular matrix, since an offspring 

cannot have genes not Identical by descent when its parents have genes 

Identical by descent. Slnce in all cases one component of each vector 
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and one row of each matrtx ls dependent upon the rest, one may denote 

by primed quantities the correspondi.ng matrix or vector wtth the last 

row or component deleted. 

Any ped.igree can be broken into stmple components, such as are Il-

lustrated by Figure 4. If a. generalized coefficient of parentage Rae 

is defined in a manner similar to F , so that R 0 has components 
a . aµ 

Raa<x1x2 ••• Xn) = R({X}ae), where x1, .1~1, .•• ,n is or O accord-

ing to whether or not the Ith loci tn individuals a and S have 

genes identical by descent, then generalized coefficients of Inbreeding 

and generalized coefficients of parentage may be developed for the indi-

vidual components of pedigree and then combined to describe the pedigree 

involved. For example, in selfl.ng (component 1 of Figure 4), k1 = k2 = 1 

and u .. 0 so that F' = m'F • For component 3 of Figure 4, denote the 
0 -0 y 

1 offspring of y by c and D and then BCD = 4 'E1QFy; for ~omponent 

suppose E and F, when crossed, produce o, then F' = 4 m'R . o - EF 
One must recognize, however, that In breaking a pedigree Into 

simple components in this manner, the restriction mentioned In Section 

6.1 still holds: namely, rt Is assumed that any genes introduced into 

the closed loop portions of the pedigree are, with probability one, 

2, 

not identical by descent with genes being passed through the loop. Re-

moval of this restriction in the case of the pedigree relationships 

resulting from recurrent selection Is one baste difference between Shi-

kata's derivation and that to be presented in the next section. This 

same restrtctTon fs basic to the formula given by· Sprague,~!!.· [132] 
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for the one-locus case. The restrictton is satfsfled i.n a recurrent 

. selection pr.ogram for only the first two cycles and only if there ls no 

inbreeding in, or relationship between, the members of the source popu-

tation. Followi.ng the first two cycles, error due to violation of 

the restrfction rncreases wtth the number of cycles and varies accord-

ing to the pattern of selection and number of lines saved. 

6.3. The Generalized Inbreeding Coefficient in a Recurrent 

Selection Program 

ft is evident from Figure 9 that any genes identical by descent at 

T must have been carried through the ped.igree simultaneously from I. and 

land that only at st.age could any genes be Introduced from outside 

the closed loop that might then be carried through the loop to yield 

. genes identical by descent at T; hence, once the appropriate transfer-

mation is obtained for pedigree stage 1, the remainder of the stages 

could be handled by Shlkata 1s method. Furthermore, if the Initial source 

population is an open-pollinated variety, then it ls with probability 

zero that genes identical by descent at T were introduced at st~ge 1 

from outside the closed loop and Shikata's method would hold for the 

entire population by generalizing from a single closed loop pedigree. 

Let the inbreeding coefficients for n linked loci be denoted 

F (X 1x2 • .. X ) = F(ip ) = F{{X} ), 
a n j,a a 

where X, k=l, •.• ,n, is 
k 

or 0 according to whether or not the 

kth locus In the individual a has genes identical 'by descent, and where 
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1/Jj,~ represents the jth ordered set of l's and O's correspondi .. ng 

to whether or not the. genes are identical by descent at a, and · (X} a 
represents the set of. genes that are identtcal by descent at ·a. Let 

N(j,a) be the number of non-zero elements in w. ·. There are thus 2" J,a 
possible inbreedi.ng coefficients for n loci; and, for example, the 

lnbreedl.ng coefficients for an individual a for two linked loci 

would be 

Fl = F (11) = F'( {Xl ,X2} a)' N (1,a) = 2 ,a. a 
F = F (10) = F'({Xt}a), N (2, a) = 1 2,a a 

F = F (01) = F°({X2} a)' N (3 ,a) = 3,a a 

F4 = F (00) = F (!1 a), N (4,a) = 0 ,a a 

Then the generalized lnbreedt.ng coefficient for an individual a may 

be defined as a vector expression with jtb component (J=1, ••• ,2n) 

equal to FJ. • in the two-locus case, ,a 

F (ll) 
a 

F {10) 
F = a 

a F (Ol) a 
Fa(OO) 

Further, since the sum of the components of F add to "one," one may 
a 

define 

F' = 
a 

F (11) 
a 

F (lo) a 
F (01) a 
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The panmic:ttc index would be, in this case, P = F· (00). Note, however 
a a 

that this panmictic index, by definition, measures the probability that 

the genes at both loci are heteroz.ygou!i by· descent; i.e. either or both 

locf could have. genes homozygous in state that were sttll heterozygous 

by descent. 

In a similar manner, let the. generalized coeffictent of parent.age 

for n 1 t n ked 1 oc t , R·a, have components a.., .. 

where Xk, k=l, ... ,n is or 0 according to whether or not the kth 

loci in individuals a and a hav~ genes identical by descent, and where 

llij,af3 represents the jth ordered set of O's and 1 's lndicatl.ng 

the pattern of. genes Identical by descent at a and f3. 

Let {y}. be the set of genes carried simultaneously on both 
J 

sides of the closed loop through reproductive stage . {j=l ,2 ,3) in J 

the loop pedigree from the loop parent (see Figure 9). Let {z}z be 

the set of genes introduced to the closed loop at and L and 

carried In the closed loop pedigree th.rough stage 7,, (7.=2,3) from some 

common ancestor outside the closed loop; and let {yz} be the set of 
m 

genes for which exactly one of each pair came from the common ancestor 

tn the loop and exactly one came from an ancestor outside the loop. 

Let A. k' A • ., , and A. denote the correspond t ng ordered s·ets of 0 's J, . J,,,. . J ,m . 
and l's as defined in sectton 6.2, where j=l,2, .•. ,2" in sequence 

correspond Ing to the sequence of components of zr. Thus for the two 
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locus case at the kth reproductive stage, for example, . {y}k "".' A2,k 

{lO}k =-· {Xl}k and the first locus has genes identical by descent from 

F;. {z} 2 =:: A2 ,z. = {lO}z = {X 1l 2 and the first 1ocus has genes identtcal by 

simultaneous descent from E and G;. {yz} = A1 = {11} = {X 1,X2} and m ,m m m 
the first and second loci both have genes identical by descent and one 

of each pair was transmitted from F and one of each pair came from out-

side the loop, i.e. from either E or G. 

Consider now the set of identical ge·nes at T, · {X}T. {X}T is the 

union of four mutually exclusive sets: 

A, the set of identical genes for which one of each pair 

at each locus came from E and one from G; 

B, the set of identical genes for which one of each pair 

6. 3. l. at each locus came from E and one from F; 

C, the set of identical genes for which one of each pair 

at each locus came from G and one from F; 

D, the set of Identical genes for which both descended 

solely from F. 

The reproductive process yielding A is Included In 

6.3.2. 
3 

t(A) = (\ {z\, 
k=2 

and that yielding B or C is Included in 

6.3,3. 
3 

l(B) = () {yz\ 
k=2 

or 
3 

l(C) = (I {yz}k, 
k=2 
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The reproductive process yielding D is included in 

6.3.4. I (D) = [D cA {y} J ll[D n ~{X} C{y} ]. 
- k=2 k F - . 1 

The statement made by 6.3.2 is that in order for the set of genes 

carried through stages 2 and 3 to contain any that are identical by de-

scent at T by reason of having descended to T from the individuals 

E and G, these genes must have been passed to and L in repro-

ductive stages t 1 and t 1 

1 
by E and G, respectively, and thence 

have passed (and not been discarded) sin~ulta~eo~sly through stages 

2 (s 2 and s~) and 3 (s 3 and s3) to T. Statement 6.3.3 is identical 

to statement 6,3,2, except that the ancestors E and G are re-

placed by E and F and by F and G, respectively, for the two 

portions of the statement. Statement 6.3.4 takes into consideration 

the two paths available for a set of genes which are identical by 

descent at T having descended through the closed loop pedigree from 

the co11111on parent F: these genes may or may not have been identical 

by descent at F. The first bracket includes the case in which the 

genes were identical by descent at F (and thus were passed to 

and L with probability one); if so, then In order to be identical by 

descent at T, they must have passed simultaneously through reproductive 

stages 2 and 3, The second bracket includes the case that the genes 

were not identical by descent at F but, due to the fact that stage l (i.e. 

s 1 and sl) is a selfing type of reproductive operation, identical genes 
) 

were passed to and L. Let the conditions corresponding to 6.3.2 

be denoted by fj; those corresponding to 6.3.3, 9. and hj respec-
. J 
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tlvely; and those correspondtng to 6.3.4, d. 
J 

and c 1 for the ft rst 

and second bracketed quantities respectively .. Collecting all of these 

different conditions for n linked loci, there are possible 2n each 

of the f's, g's, h's, and d's, and 220 e's. Thus for some i,j the 

set of Identical genes at T can be represented as follows: 

6.3,5. . {X}T = (fjU gj Uhj) U {dj (lc 1) 

2 . 
and, equivalently, for l=l,2, ••• ,2 n and j=l ,2, ••• ,2", the sequence 

of three reproductive stages which yields {X}T starting with {X}JK 

(where J = E or F and K = For G and where {X}JK is the set of 

pairs of genes identical by descent for which exactly one of each pair 

is In J and one is in K) Is Included in 

6.3.6. I ( { X} T; 3 .; { X} J K) = [ ( U f J) U ( U g j ) U ( v hj ) l 
J j J 

U[(YdJ)n<yc1)], 

where, in the same manner as was employed for 6.2.2, the probability 

of the set expression in the first bracket yields the 2" x l trans-

ltion vector for the generalized c:oefficlent of parentage R or, If 

desired, the 2"-1 x transition vector for R', and that for the 

expression rn the second bracket, the 2" x 2" transition matrix 

for F or the 2"-1 x 2n transition matrix for the generalized 

coefficient of Inbreeding expressed without its last element, F 1 • 

Thus 
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6. 3 .] • F{~k 1) = [P(f k} + P(gk) + P(hk)] x [H({X}EG)}k , 

+ [EP(c)EP(d)] F({X} }, 
C D k F 

where C =· {cjc yields {y} from the given {X} } and D = {did yields 
l F 

· {X} from the {y} Indicated by c}, x indicates the product of the 
T l 

two vector elements, and the subscript k on the brackets indicates 

the kth ro\!v of the vector or matrix is ·involved, where n k= l ' .•. '2 • 

Combining the three sets of conditions· fk' gk, and h is possible 
. . k 

since R(w. ) = R(w. Ee)= R(~. FG) for all j=l, ... ,2n. Thus, J,EG J, , J, 
if one ignores the first generation of selfing, 6.3.7 is the multi-

loci analog of 5.3.l. 

let the transition vector be denoted by V and the transition matrix 

by M. Then in terms of the !!!o and m1 11mictic matrices" as defined 

by Shikata [1661, M can be defined as follows: 

M = (4m2)(4m2)(.!.. m ), 
-1 -1 4 -0 

where the quantity in the first parentheses describes the transformation 

given by component 2 of Figure 4; the second, that given by component 1 

on both sides of the closed loop; and the third, that given by component 

3 (see also Section 6.2). Post-mu1tlplylng M by ~ results in the 

multi-Joel analog of 5.3.1, which takes. the initial generation of self-

ing into account, as follows: 

6.3.8. 

Referring again to Figure 7, !tis evident that for a single-line 

descendent such as W with ancestors E, F, G, and H (R and P have 
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no common. grandparent}, the contribution to the lnbreedi.ng coefficient 

wl 11 Involve four sets of conditions anal.ogous to the three expressions 

fj, g., h.. In other words, campari.ng the ancestry of W wi t.h that 
. J J 

which generated the sets 6.3. 1, slnce there is no convnon ancestor to 

produce a set such as D and thus no transformation for F(n), there 

result four sets of conditions, which can be expressed in probability 

terms as a vector product with R(n) since R(ijljpEH) = R(ijlj,EG) = 

R(\jlj,FG} = R(ijlj,FH), for all j=l,2, .. :,2n. Ca11 this vector E, or 

E' if written without its last row (where 3E 1 = 4V 1 ). Thus, defining 

the b1 as in Section 5.3, the analog of s.3.6 is seen to be 

6.3,9. F' (n+2) = (~) {[ (~) - rC') J [E' x R' (n)l + Lr(: 1) J [v• 
x R' (n) + [M~] 'F(n} J }, 

and the analog of 5.3.7 is 

6.3.10. R'(n+l) = N-3 [E' xR'(n)] +~{V' xR'(n) + [M!l!rJ'F(n)}. 
N+l N+l -v 

To obtain the probabilities lnvo1ved, the recombination probabili-

ties may be expressed as 2p., jcl, ..• ,2n-l, consecutively numbered 
J . 

in sequence corresponding to the sequence observed in F (or, for that 

matter, In any convenient sequence), making use of the complements in 

order to avoid numbering one-half of the cases. By the symmetry of the 

chromosome, p. = P~· 
J J 

For examples, see Table VI I. Given this defini-

tion of the recombination probablJlties, the mating system of recurrent se-
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Table VII. Examples of the subscripting of the recombination.probabil-
ities according to whether the genes at a given locus are 
identical by descent (1) or not identical by descent (0). 

n = 

locus 

locus 

2 

3 

p' 1 

0 

p' 
l 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

locus 

2 

n = 3 

p' 
2 

0 

p' 
3 

0 

0 

0 

p' 
i 

0 

0 

n = 2 

0 

0 

p' 4 

0 

0 

p' 
2 

0 
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lectlon, and the conditions outlined by 6.3.2, 6.3.3, and 6.3.4, the 

transition expressions for the successive recurrent cycles may be ob-

tained explicitly. As in Chapter V, given p(O) and R(o),. F(l) = 

R{O) and these values enable one to trace the progress of the popu1a-

ti on. 

6.4. seecial Cases 

Consider the sets of identical genes given by 6.3.1. In the special 

case for which R(~)EF = R(~)FG = R(0)EG == 1,. FT reduces to the gener-

alized inbreeding coefficient (see 6.2.5) given by Shikata [152,160]. 

In this case 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 both yield the null set and 6.3.4 is equi-

valent to Formula 4 {see 6.2.1) in Shikata's 1962 paper [l14J or, in 

probability terms, to his Formula 33 (see 6.2.2) in the 1965 paper [121]. 

Consider next the special case for which n = 1. Then F = T 

l 
[ F(l)] or, equivalently, F 1 = [F(l)] and pl = p 1 

F(O} T T 1 
;:::; -. Si nee, e.g. , 

2 
T 

f 1 represents the condition that two identical genes are passed simul-

taneously through reproductive stages 2 and 3 on both sides of the loop 

via any two opposing paths of the four possible paths in the loop, 

P(f 1) = P(g 1) = P(h 1) = P(d 1) = P({y} 2 (l{y} 3 = 

P(f2) = P(g2) = P(h ) = P{d) = 1 - 4(l) 4, 
2 2 2 

P(cl) = P({Xl}Ffl{y}l = {Xl}IL) = p1+pl=1, 

p ( c 2) = p ({ X l } F (1 { y } 1 = 11 l L) == 0 ' 
2 2 

P(c3} = P(~F J1{y}l = {~l}IL) ':'.Pl +pl = 2• and 

P(c4) = P(°F f'r{y}l = ~ll) = l - (p~ +pf) - 2' 
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Hence 

= (l) 3 [1 + F (l)J. so that for closed-loop descendents 
2 F 

F (l ) = 34 R ( 1 ) + (..!_) 3 [ l + F ( l ) ], 
T EG 2 F 

6.4. l. 

which rs equivalent to 5.3.1 If one ignores the first generation of 

selfing. Thus the assumption of no inbreeding and no relationships In 

the source population yield 5.3.5 as an average generalized coefficient 

of inbreeding. 

6.5. A Two-Locus Example 

Listed In Table VIII are the values of P(f.), P(g ), P(h) and 
J J J 

P(d.}; in Table IX 
j 

the values of P(c,); and in Table X, the list of 
I 

~P(d.)P{c.) 
J I 

which are non-zero for a two-locus example. Summarized 

in Table XI are the values of P(~. T;3;~. ). 
Jp J2,F 

For example, in Table VI I I, P(d2) is obtained by observing that the 

recombinations described by 

genes at locus one and thus 

or p2 will preserve the identical 

+ p )4 = 4(!) 4 is needed to pass 
2 2 

through reproductive stages 2 and 3 and still have the genes at locus 

one identical by descent at both loci, and so 4p~ Is subtracted 

(the multiplicative factor of "411 arises because of the paths ceca-

sfoned by selfing at stages In Table IX, P(c5) Is the 

probability of the case which yields both genes identical by descent af-

ter stage I while only the first locus has genes identical by descent at 

F; but since stage l is a selfing type of phase, s 1 and sl need only in-

volve recombinations at the same locus, regardless of whether the ori-



Table VIII. Values of P Cf . L P (g L P Ch ) or P (cl > . 
J . J j j 

Possible Recombination probabilities for p ( f ) = p (g.) 
1jJ. T Jl values . j . J 

J 1' of . .1\, 1 f j = gj = h = d = p (h j ) = p ( d J ) 
j j 

(11) ( 11 ) 4p4 
1 

4p4 
1 

(lo) (11) 4 4 1 4 2 4(pl + pi). - 4pl - - 4p 
( 10) 4 I 

(Ol) 
(11) 4 4 1 4 

3 (01) 4(p1 + p1 ) - 4p - - 4p 
2 I 4 1 

(11) 

(00) 4 
(lo) 4 4 4 l 4 
(Ol) (p +p'+p +p•) - 8(p,+p 1 ) + 4p1 - + 4p 

1 1 2 2 2 2 i 
(00) 

Note: Since p = p' k k for k=l ,2, it fol lows that 
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Table IX. Values of P(c.). . I 

Recombination Probabilities 
Ak~ 1 l/J I p (cl) J2,F for c 

i 

( 11) { 1 l) (pl + pi + P2 + P2) 
2 

(lo) ( 11) 2 a· 0 

(0 l) ( 11 } 3 . O' 0 

(00) ( 11 ) 4 0 0 

(11) ( 10) 5 { 2 2 2 f) ( I I ) 1 
pl+p2+p}+p2 + 2 plp2+plp2 2 

( 10) (lo) 6 2<P1Pi+P2P2+P1Pz+PrP2) 1 -2 
(01) ( 10) 7 0 0 

(00) ( 10) 8 0 0 

(11) (01) I 
9 same as cs 2 

(10) (01) 10 0 0 

(01) (01) 1 11 same as c6 2 
(00) (01) 12 0 0 

2 2 2 2 2 2 (11) (00) 13 p + p' + p + p' 2 <P1+p2) 1 1 2 2 
( 10) {00) J4 2(P1P2 + plpl) 4P1P2 
(01) (00) 15 2(plp2 + P}P2) 4P1P2 
(00) (00) 16 2 2 2(p pl +pp') 2(pl+p2} 1 l 2 2 
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Table X. Non-zero values of r.P(d )P(c.). 
j I 

IJlJ l , T Ak, 1 ip. 
Jz,F 

r.P(d,)P(c.) 
• J I J 

( 11 ) ( 11) (l J) P(d )P(c ) 
(10) (l 1) ( 11) P(d~)P(c;) 
(01) (11) (11) P(d3)P(c 1) 
(00) ( 11) (11) P(d4)P(c1) 
( 11 ) (11) ( 10) P(d 1)P(c5) 
( 10) ( 11) ( 10) P (d) P (c5) 
(01) ( 11 ) (10) P(d )P(c ) 
(00) ( 1 l ) (l 0) P{dfi)P(c5) 
( 10) (lo} ( 10) [P(d) + 1P(d tlP(c) 
(00) ( 10) (lo) [P(d~) + P(d~)]P(c~) 
( 11 ) (ll) (01) P(d 1)P(c9) 
( 10) ( 11) (01) P(d2)P(c9) 
(01) ( 1l) (01) P(d3)P(c9) 
(00) ( 11 ) (01) P(d )P(c ) 
(ol) (01) (01) [P(d ) +4P(d ~]P(c ) 
(00} (01} (Ol) [P(d~) + P(d~)]P(c~:) 
( 11 ) (11) (00) P(dl)P( 13) 
(10) ( 11 ) (00) P(d2)P(c13) 
(01) (11) (00) P {d3) P (c 13) 
(00) (l 1) (00) P(d )P(c ) 
( 10) ( 1 O} (00) [P(d1) +4P(d2)}P(c14) 
{00) (lo) (00) [P(d3) + P(d4)]P(c14} 
(01) (01) (00) [P(d1) + P(d )JP(c 15) 
(00) (01) (00) [P(d ) + P(d3)]P(c 1 ) 
(00) (00) (00) (P(d1) + Pid2) + P~d3 ) + ~(d4 )JP(c 1 6) 
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Table XI. Values of P(l)J. T;3;~j F)' and their row and column posi-
J l ' 2 ~ 

tions in the transition matrix of FF. 

ljJ. t/J. F Position L:P(dj)P(c1) Value of 
JI, T J2, in M p ( 1/1 j T; 3; l/J j F) l ' 2 J 

(11) ( 11) { 1 'l) P(d 1)P(c) 4 4pl . l 
( 10) ( 11 ) (2 J l) p ( d 2 ). p ~ c 1 ) 

I 4 - - 4p 4 1 
(01) ( 11) (3' 1) P(d3)P(c 1) l - 4p4 4 1 
(00) ( 11) (4g 1) P(d4)P(c 1) l + 4pi 

2 4 
(11) ( l 0) ( 1 , 2) P(d 1)P(c5) 2pl 
( 10) (lo) (2 ,2) P(d2)P(c5)+[P(d 1)+P(d2)]P(c6) l - 2p4 

4 1 
(0 l) (lo) (3 '2) P(d3)P(c5) 1 - 2p4 - l 8 
(00) ( 10) (4 ,2) P(d4)P(c5)+[P(d3)+P{d4)]P(c6) . 2. + 2pi 

8 4 
(Tl) (01) (l ,3) P(dl)P(c9) 2pl 
{lo) {O 1) (2 '3) P(d2)P(c9) 1 4 8 - 2P1 
(01) (01) (3. 3) P(d3)P(c9)+[P(d 1}+P(d3)JP(c 11 ) !. - 2p1 

4 
(00) (ol) (4 '3) P(d4)P(c9)+[P(d2)+P(d4)JP(c 11 ) t + 2Pi 
( l1) (00) ( 1 • 4) P(d 1)P(c 13 ) 8p4(p2 + p2) 

1 1 2 
( 10) (00} (2 ,4) P(d2)P(c13 ) +[P(d 1)+P(d2}]P(c14) 1 4 2 2 

P1P2+(2-Spl) (pl+p2) 
(01} (00) (3' 4) P(d3)P(c 13)+(P(d 1)+P(d3)]P(c 15) pp +(.!..-8p4)(p2+p2) l 2 2 I J 2 
(00) (00) (4~1i) P{d4)P(c13)+[P(d3)+P(d4)JP(c 14) 2(pf+p~)(f4pi) 

+[P(d2)+P(d4)]P(c 15) . + 6plp2 

+[P(d1)+P(d2}+P(d3)+P(d4)]P(c 16 ) 
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ginal genes were identical by descent or not--thus only plpl and 

p2p~ are excepted. For P(c6) 1 s 1 ands] must involve only recom-

binations with a cross product cf unlike elements at the second locus. 

From Tables Viti and XI one may by an alternate method compute the 

probabilities for the one-locus case: 

linkage, and the result is 

which reduces to 6.4.l. 

let p = 0 
2 

to simulate complete 

The transition matrix given in Table XI yields the matrix multiplier 

of F and the vQlues given in Table Viii are the elements of the vector F . 
multiplier for R ; however, for the complete recurrent selection scheme, 

EG 
these must be adjusted to account for the initial generation of selfing. 

This initial generation of selfing has no effect on the coefficient of 

parentage (i.e. RAC =REG); however the multiplier of FF must be 

post-multiplied by 

2 2 2{p~ + p~) 
0 l 0 4P1P2 6.5.l. 2 
0 0 4P1P2 l 2 
0 0 0 2 ( 2 + 2} pl P2 

as given on page 135 of Shikata 1 s 1962 paper [118]. Also the possible 

contributions of all lines represented singly must be included. Thus the 

average generalized inbreeding coefficient~ weighted according to the 
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number of times a given line Is represented in the pedigree, for the two-

locus case is given by 6.3.9 and the generalized coefficient of parentage 

by 6.3.10, where 

6.5.2. v• = and [E'] = !!_ [V'] ; 
k 3 k 

and [M~] 1 is the matrix [M!!!o] with its fourth row deleted, where 

6.5.3. 

define the elements of [M~]. 
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Using 6.5.2 and 6.5.3 and assuming equal representation of all lines 

(bi = 2 for all i), the progress of a population through fifty recurrent 

selection generations (25 cycles) was simulated by computer for various 

population sizes, various combinations of F' (O) and R' (O), and 

varying values of the recombination probabilities. Representative ones 

pf the results in terms of the panmictlc Index component of p(n), are 

given in Table XII and illustrated by Fi~ure 12. In Table XIII are 

listed results in the case that all conditions are the same as those for 

Table XI I except a maximum instead of a minimum inbreeding selection 

pattern is assumed. Table XIV lists representative results for the case 
1 of independent segregation of loci (p 1 = P2 = 4>· 

Although various values for F(O) were considered, the general re-

sult was as in Chapter V: that the values for R(O) have a profound 

effect upon the progress of F(n) (since F(l) = R(O)), though F(O) 

does not. Consequently, the results presented assume [F(0}] 4 = P(O) 

= l throughout. Although various values for initial sample size were 

simulated, only N = 10, N = 15, N = 25 (since these are most often used 

in practice) and N = 100 (to simulate an 11 infinite11 population} are pre-

sented. 

Comparing Table XI I with Table V, one may observe the effect of 

linkage In maintaining a high degree of panmixia in the population. 

If p = .s 1 
in the two-locus case, the result is the same as·for the 

one-locus case and the speed of the progress of the panmictlc Index 

towards an eventual value of zero depends upon the initial population 

size; if p1 = .25, Implying independent segregation; the value of 



Table XI I. Progress of populations of varying sizes» varying initial coefficients of parentage 
through twenty-five cycles of recurrent selection assuming a minimum inbreeding se-
lection pattern with p(O) = J. 

Initial Conditions I Values of the Panmictic Index (p(n) = [F(n)J 4) at the End of 
the Indicated Recurrent Cycle 

R(O) 
pl N l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 15 20 25 

n 0 1.00 .82 .67 .62 .57 1' .49 .42 • 4o ,39 
15 l.00 .88 .77 ,73 I .63 ,57 .55 .54 
25 1.00 ,93 .86 .83 I .76 .72 .70 .69 

.30 100 l.00 .98 .96 ,95 ,93 .92 • 91 .91 

rs] 10 .25 . . 3 I .40 .39 .39 . 3 
.25 15 .25 .so .52 .52 .53 ,53 I .53 .53 ,53 
.25 25 .25 .51 .56 .58 .60 . 61 ._65 .67 .68 .uv l..O 

.25 .JO 100 .25 .53 .60 .65 .68 . 71 I .80 .86 .88 l'>A 0 

n 10 l.00 .92 • 'f . 79 ,75 .72 . 5 . 5 
15 l.00 ,95 • 89 .85 .82 .80 i . 75 .75 
25 1.00 ,97 .94 . 91 . 89 .88 I .84 .84 

. 35 100 1.00 ,99 .98 .98 ,97 ,97 .96 .96 

r2T 10 .25 . 5 J ,57 ,59 . l . 2 . 5 
.-25 15 .25 .53 .61 .65 .68 . 70 I .74 
.25 25 .25 .54 .65 . 70 .74 . 76 I .84 
;zs .35 100 .25 .56 .68 .76 .81 . 84 ,95 

Ul 10 1.00 .9 .90 . • 5 
15 1.00 . 96 .93 .92 I .90 .90 
25 1.00 .98 ,95 .94 I .94- .94 

.45 100 1.00 .99 ,99 ,99 .98 .98 

r251 
10 .25 . 2 ,75 . 79 . . ' . 5 . 5 

.25 15 .25 .64 .78 .83 .88 .89 I .89 .89 .89 

.25 25 .25 .65 .80 .86 .92 ,93 I .93 .94 .94 

.25 .45 100 .25 .66 .82 .90 .96 ,97 I .98 .98 .98 
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Figure 12. Progress of the panmictlc index over 25 cycles of recurrent selection assuming 

minimum inbreeding. N = 15, and p(O) = R(O) = [:~~~1 
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Table XI II. Progress of populations of varying sizes, varying initial coefficients of parentage 
through twenty-five cycles of recurrent selection assuming a maximum inbreeding ·se-
lection pattern with p(O) = 1. 

Values of the Panmictic Index (p(n) g [p{n)J 4) at the End of 
the Indicated Recurrent CY£1e . 

lnitia] Conditions 

R{O). 
P1 N 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 10 . 15 

[01· ro-m -r.oo- ·-:-rr-- .63 ··.55 ."49 .44 - .39 .. 36 I :31 .25 
0 15 l ,00 .69 .63 ,57 .53 .119 .46 .43 I .39 .34 
0 25 1.00 ,67 .64 ,59 .56 .5'.i. .52 .50 f .47 .43 
1 .30 100 LOO .65. .6~ . .61 .61 _.6p ___ .59 _ .59 I- .58 .57 . 

r~25] 10 .25 .3li .31 .30 .i8 .27 .26' .25· .2~ .23 
• 25 l 5 . 25 • 32 • 30 . 31 • 31 . 31 • 31 • 31 I . 31 . 3 l 
.25 25 .25 .31 .30 .33 .. 34 .35 ,36 ,37 I .38 .39 

,,..25 .30 100 .25 .30 .30. .35 . .37. .l10 .42 .~44_ I .47 .51 _ ro] 10 1.00 .73 -:t,b .60 .s6" .53 .51 :50 ·I .liS ."'10 
0. 15 1.00 .71 .66 .61 .58 .56 .55 .. 54 .52 .51 
o 25 1.00 .69 .66 .62 .60 .59 .58 ,57 I .56 .56 l 1 .35 100 l .00 .67 .66 .64 .63 .63 .62 . .62 I .62 .62 

[.251. 10 .25 .3is .40 .43 .4'+ .45 .45 .% ' .46·-- .1i6 
.. 25 15 .25 .36 .39 .43 .46 .47 .48 . .l19 I .50 .51 
.25 25 .25 .35 .39 .45 .47 .1•9 .51 .52 .54 .ss 
.. 25 . 35 100 . 25 . 33 . 38 .1+5 , 49 . 52 . 55 • 56 I . 59 . 6 l 

[ 
o ] lo 1. oo • 79 . 75 . 12 • 71 . 10 . 70 • 7b r • 6"9 • 69 
o 15 1.00 .77 .75 .72 .71 .71 .70 .70 I .70 .70 
o . 25 Loo .76 .74 .72 .71 .71 .71 .71 r .71 .70 
l .45 100 1.00 .74 .74 .72 .72 .72 .72 .72 .71 .71 

: 25 ] 1 o . 25 . 52 . t;o . 6~ .7?[ • 68 . • b9 . 69 t • 69 . b9 
.25 15 .25 .51 ,59 .64 .67 .68 .69 .69 l .70 .70 
.25 25 .25 .so ,58 .64 .67 .68 .69' .70 ' .70 .70 
.25. .45 100 .25 .49 .57 .64 .67 .69 .70 .70 l .71 .71 

1.0 
N 



Table XIV. Progress of populations of varying initial inbreeding coefficients and varying coeffi-
cients of parentage and various population sizes for both minimum and maximum inbreed-
1ng selection patterns for the case of independent segregation of two loci (p 1 =p2~~). 

In it i a 1 Conditions I Progi-ess of p(n) Assuming Mini- Progress of P(n) Assuming Maxi'"' 
mum lnbreedin,s. ~-~ lnbreedin9 

I ' 
R(O) p(O) N ! 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 l 2 3 4 5. lO 15 

~ I ~ i ~ 

HJ [ ~] 
10 LOO .92 • 80 .70 .62 I .32 '17 LOO • 71 .61 .51 .43t,l6 .02 
15 1.00 ,95 .87 .Bo .731.so ,37 LOO .68 .62 .54 .48 ! ,28 '16 
25 1.00 ,97 .92 .87 .83 I .67 .57 I 1.00 ,66 .62 .57 .53 l ,39 .30 

100 1.00 .99 .98 .97 . 96 I . 91 .88 LOO .64 .63 .60 . 59 I . 55 .52 

r ~ 1 rs1 10 I l . 00 .91 . 79 .69 . 60 l . 31 • 16 i.00 .66 .59 .50 .426.15 .02 

·HJ 
15 I } . oo • 91k .es ,78 .72 I .lt-9 .36 LOO .63· .61 .53 .48 6 .2.7 .15 I.,() 

vJ 
25 1.00 .96 • 91 .87 .82 I .67 ,57 1.00 ,61 .. 62. .56 .53 I .39 .30 

1 oo I 1. oo .99 .98 ,97 ,97 I .91 .88 LOO ;58 .63 .60 ,59 . 55 .52 
l 

r5
1 [ ~J 

1 o I .46 . 41 .36 I .24 • 21 . 16 I . 02 .00 .25 .31 .16 .09 .25 .:u 
.. 25 . 15 .25 .48 .46 .43 .40 I . 31 .26 .25 .30 .24 .23 • 20 I . 12 .07 

.25 25 .25 .so .so l:o .lt8 I .45 .44 21- ;29 .24 .25 .24 i ·:1. . 19 ' • .I • ;;> 

.25· 100 .25 .51 .s~ .56 .58 t .59 . 61 .25 .28 .24 .27 .28 .;,l1 .37 
.. g 

r-25~ [25110 .25 .45 ,39 .34 I .08 .25 .23 • 19 .1s•.01 .00 . 30 I . 16 .27 
2i:- .25 l 5 .25 .47 .45 ,J.12 .26 2 r: .2s .23 .22 .19 i.11 .06 . r2s .39 . 31 • ;:> 

.25 . 25 .25 .49 .49 .J18 .118 I .45 .43 .25 .24 • 2li '2.4 .23 '.21 • 19 
'.25 . 25 100 .25 . 51 • 54 .-56 .58 : .59 .69 .25 .22 . 24 .27 . 28 l . 34 ,37 
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p(n) tends to zero as n becomes large, as can be seen f n Table XIV; 

however, for intermediate values of p1 the recurrent selection system 

results in larger terminal values of p(n), regard.less of initial val-

ues of R and/or F, regardless of population size, and regardless 

of whether the breeding pattern results in minimum or maximum inbreed-

ing, When R(O) is large initially, this selection system results in 

an increase in successive values of P; ·in some instances an increase 

is observed for a few cycles followed· by a decrease, as illustrated by 

Figure 12. Several researchers have reported increases in variability 

following one or two cycles of recurrent selection [83,84,65,102]; if 

the source population were composed of inbred lines or consisted of 

related lines, this could well be the reason for the observed phenomena. 

6.6. Mean and Variance of the Number of Homozygous Loci 

In the case of n loci·, the mean number of loci homozygous by de-

scent in an individual a at the end of the kth cycle of a recurrent 

selection program }s given by 

zn-1 
E(N,a) = r N{i,o.)[F(k)l., 6.6.1. 

i=l a I 

and the variance of the number of loci homozygous by descent is given by 

6.6.2. 2 [E(N,a)] . 

For example, in the two-locus case given in 6.5, E(N,a) = 2F + 
1 , Cl 

F + F ; and Var(N,a) = 4F 1 · + F2 + F3 - (2Fl + F + 2,a 3,a 1,a ,a ,a ,a 2,a 
F )2 where to simplify notation F = F(k) ts assumed. Furthermore 3, a. ' 
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the mean number of heterozygous locl In this case Is f + F + 
2,a. 3,a. 

2FL • Given independent segregation with F = Prob{the genes at one 
~'ct 2 . 2 

Fl = F , F 4 a = (l-F) and 
, Cl. ' . 

locus are Identical by descent}, then 

F + F = 2F(l-F), so that F + F + 2F = 2F(1-F) + 2(1-F) 2 
2,a. 3,a 2,a. 3,a 4,a. 

= 2(1-F) and, similarly, 2F1 + F2 + F = 2F, as indicated by ,a ,a 3,a 
Kempthorne [68] and noted on pages 14-15 of Section 2.3; however with 

linkage and selection these relationships do not necessarily hold. Also, 

assuming Independence, the variance.6f the number of heterozygous loci 

Is 2F(1-F); though with linkage and selection an increase or decrease 

in this quantity would depend upon the selection pattern and the linkage 

parameters. 

6.7. The Generalized Heterozygosity Index 

Let the generalized homozygosity coefficients for n linked loci be 

denoted.by 

H (XIX ... X ) = H ({ X} ) , 
a. 2 n . a. 

where X , k=l, ... ,n is or 0 according to whether or not the 
k 

kth locus f n the individual a has genes identical in state or by de-

scent and where {X} represents the ith set of genes identical by 
ct 

descent or in state at a; similarly, denote by 

T (X 1X2 ... X ) = T({X} ) 
a n a 

the coefficients meas1,.1ring the degree of homozygosity between individuals 

of a population; H and T are analogous to F and R, respectively, meas-

uring degrees of total homozygosity--i .e. homozygosity either in state 
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Then H and T may be defined as vector quantities 
a a 

or by descent. 

having H.( {X} ) 
a 

and T({X} ), respectively, as components in the same 
a 

manner as in Section 6.3, and the derivation of formulae analogous to 

6.3.9 and 6.3.10 follows the same line of reasoning as In Section 6.3. 
Thus, given H(O) and T(O), H(l) = T(O), and, the progress 

of total homozygostty in a recurrent selection program may be traced. 

Since, under intense selection, the total homozygosity Is more likely 

to affect the genetic variance than ln~reeding alone, it may be this 

index of total homozygosity that the plant breeder would find more 

useful. 

Indicative of results for the two-locus case would be those of the 

example given in Section 6.5 for the cases [T(O)J 4 ~ 1 and the results 

shown in Figure 12. Since, by assumptlon of two alleles per locus, 

it would be impossible for [p(O)J 4 = 1, it follows that Shikata's 

method would not hold for this index and the generalized method 

of Section 6,3 would be required. 

A specific example was simulated on the computer to compare the 

progress of total heterozygoslty in a population for which H(O) = 

p(O) = f 
.25] .25 
• 25 with that in a population for which 
.25 

[.29] .28 
.• 28 • 

• 15 

varying the population sizes and the re.combination probabl 1 i tfes, and 

observing the progress of [H(n)1 4 in the case of both maximum and 

minimum inbreeding. The effect of differing population sizes and dif-

fering recombination probabilities may be observed in Table XV, and 

cc;>mparison of Table XV with Table XII shows how minor .is the effect of 



Table XV. Progress of populations of varying sizes, varying degrees of initial homozygosity 
(in state or by descent), and varying degrees of linkage, assuming a minimum in-
breeding pattern. · · 

Initial Conditions 

H(O) = 
T(O) pl N 

Values of [n(n)J 4 at the End of the Indicated 
Recurrent Cycle . ·~. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 15 20 

[
25_] __ -- 10 .25 .47 .lt6 .45 .41~ .43 .42 .41 I .40 ,39 .3 

.25 15 .25 .49 .51 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 l .53 .SJ .53 
25 25 .25 .51 ,55 .57 .59 .61 .62 .63 I ,64 .67 .68 

- 25 .30 100 I .25 .53 .60 .65 .68 .71 .74 .76 .80 .85 .88 

.28 15 .15 .43 .47 .48 .49 .so .so .51 I .51 .52 ,53 

25 

··.29] 10 '15 .41 .42 -~ItT - .I.JI .40 .40 .40 I ,39 ,39 .3 

.28 25 .15 .45 .s1 · .s4 .s6 .sa .59 .61 1 .63 .66 .67 
,~ .30 100 .1~ ·.~7 .. s6 .~1 .Gs .~8 ·:~ .. 1~ ~.1a .a1 .aa .a~_ .[2;J] lo .2;} .so ,51; . .;9 .60 .62 .6:; .63 .64- .bf .65 .6;;1 

. 25 15 . 25 • 52 • 60 • 65 • 68 • 69 • 71 . T2 1 • 73 • 74 • 74 • TS 

.25 25 .25 .54 .6lf .70 .73 .76 .78 .80 I .81 .83 .8Li .84 
25 ,35 100 .25 .55 .68 .76 .81 .84 .87 .. 89 .92 .95 ,95 .96 

--:~~-]- ~-- ------~-~ ··· -I :~~ :~j :;~ :~~ :~r :~~ :;~ :;r--:-·:;r -:;r -:;~ . :;~ 
.28 25 .15 .48 .60 .67 .72 ,75 .77 ,79 .81 .83 .84 .84 

··;i5 .35 100 .15 .50 .65 .73 .79 .83 .86 .88 I .91 .95 .95 .95 
. 25] 10 . 25 . bl . 74 . 79 . 82 . 83 . 84 . 84 I • 84 . 85 . 85 . 85 
.25 15 .25 .63 .77 .83 .86 .87 .88 .89 I .89 .89 .90 .90 

.. 25 25 ~25 .65 .80 .86 .89 .91 .92 .93 ,93 .93 .94 .94 
.25 .lf5 100 .25 .66 .82 .90 .93 .95 .96 .97 I .98 .98 .98 .98 

[
.29] 10 .15 .57 ,72 .76 .81 .82 .83 .84 I .84- - .as .85 .85 
.28 15 .15 ,59 ,75 .82 .85 .87 .88 .88 .89· .89 .90 .90 
.28 25 .15 .60 .77 .85 .88 .90 .92 .92 I ,93 .93 .94 .94 
. 15 • 45 100 . 15 . 61 . 80 . 88 . 92 . 95 • 96 . 97 I . 98 • 98 . 98 . 98 

'~0 
·-.i 
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varying H(O) (or. F(O)). In Figure 13 one may observe a comparison of 

the results of minimum versus ma~imum inbreeding In the cases of com-

plete independence,"complete linkage, and an Intermediate r~combination 

probability; again, the effect of linkage (If not -~omplete llnk_age) 

In promoting heterozygostty is noticeable. 

As an index of total heterozygoslty within or between Individuals 

in a population, the 2"th components' of H or of T respectively 

should be used. The means and variances of the number of loci honozy-

gous by descent or in state or heterozygous by descent or in state 

would be derived in the same manner as in Section 6.6. 



1.001 - minimum inbreeding 
--- maximum inbreeding 

.75 

[H(n)] .50 
4 

.25 

~Jgure 13. 

Pl = .35 

--- .-ii ..... --_.. - -- - ...... _ -- - --. P1 • .35 

I ---
I . 

I P = .25 
I 

---- 1 
-------- - ------- 25 - ---------------

---- Pt = .50 
Pl = .25 
pl = .so 

r~-3-4 s 10 

Cycle (n) 

20 15 

Cof!lparison of _[H(n)1 4 for the cases_ of minimum and maximum in[b:~;d]ing for 

N = 15 and varying recombination probabilities. nCO) = p(O) = .28 is assumed • 
. 28 

. • 15 

\..0 
\,0 



V 11 • SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Assumi.ng the mati.ng pattern typical of recurrent selection, in the 

one-locus, two-allele case,. given random selection, it was found that 
-the progress of the inbreeding coefficient could be described by the re-

lationshtp (see 4.1.1): 

F(n+2) = .!_ [i + F{n-l) J 1 (n) 
N 2 + . { l - N) F ' 

where N is the number of lines presen.t in gene rat I on (n-1) and the 

(n+2}nd generation has resulted from the intercross phase of the mating 

pattern. The basic property of a recurrent selection program--that of 

oscillation of the population between a state of accumulation of genes 

which are identical by descent in an Individual and a state of dispersion 

of these genes--is reflected in this equation, as is the effect of finite 

population size. Table II I and Figure 6 illustrate these phenomena 

graphically for simulated initial conditions. 

Given k independently segregating loci affecting equally the trait 

under consideration in an individual and given random selection, the 

probability that all k loci are homozygous by descent in the (n+2)nd 

generation is given by [F(n+2)Jk. 

For the one-locus, two-allele case assuming effective selection, it 

was found that the inbreeding coefficient at the end of the (n+2)nd cycle 

of a recurrent selection program (this would be the end of the (2n+4)th 

generation) could be described by (see s.3.6) 

JOO 
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c~) -EC:i) J r(n) + {:0 
(~) (~) 

[3 (n) 1 F(n) 3 
1f r: +. 16 + 16] ' 

where (see 5,3,7) 

r ( n) 4 ( 3 (n- 1 ) l F ( n-1 ) 3) 
= N+ 1 4 r + 16 + ]6 

N-3 (n-1) + -- r . 
N+l 

Tables V and VI illustrate the progress of populations when various ini-

tial conditions are simulated for the cases of minimum and maximum in-

breeding. Figure 8 illustrates the results of varying population sizes 

and varying coefficients of parentage in the source populations. From 

Table V, note that for the one-gene case with minimum inbreeding, In the 

first few cycles there are very small relative differences in the panmic-

tic index if ten, fifteen or even twenty-five lines are used;· only in la-

ter cycles are the effects of a larger population size more apparent. 

Also, if there is a non-zero initial coefficient of parentage, the dlf-

ferences in effects are even less pronounced for early cycles. Since 

this would be the situation in practice if one were concerned with mea-

suring the total d.egree of heterozygoslty within or between Individuals 

in a breeding population, the indicated ~onclusion is that unless more 

than about five cycles of recurrent selection are planned (i.e. ten to 

fifteen growing seasons according to variations employed), very little 

would be gained by increased population size. Referring to Table VI, 

one can draw the same conclusion for the case of maximum inbreeding; in 

fact, for most cases, there Is little difference even for a population 

size of 100. Indications from this study are that a· smaller number of 
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ltnes combined with careful intercrossing (especially ff the trait in-

volved J.s controlled by many linked loci) would yield greater panmixfa 

and selection effectiveness than would a la.rger number of li.nes combined 

with the random mati.ng variation of recurrent selection; more·work needs 

to be done in this area. 

For the case of k linked loci with effective selection, the gen-

eralized inbreedi.ng coefficient in the · (n+2)nd generation was shown to 

be (see 6.3.9) 

where, by 6.J.10, 

Tables XII and XI II illustrate the progress of simulated populations for 

the two-locus case when various initla1 conditions are assumed for mini-

mum and maximum inbreeding recurrent selection patterns. 

The progress of populations assuming k independently segregating 

loci may be traced as a special case of k linked loci by appropriate 

speciflcatJon of the recombination probabilities; for example, in the 

two-locus case p = p2 = l. implies independent segregation and Table 
. 1 4 

XIV outlines the progress of populations under both minimum and maximum 

inbreeding in this case. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the effect of 

linkage on the degree of panmixia when large initial coefficients of 

parentage are assumed; an increase in panmixia occurs in the first few 
. . 

cycles even In the presence of selection. 
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From Tables V and VI one may observe that at the end of twenty-five 

cycles in the simulated populatlons there was.very. ltttle dlfference 

between the panmictic Indexes in the minimum and maximum inbreeding 

cases, g I ven the same l nit i a I cond t ti ons. This was not- the case, how-

ever, in the two-linked-locus situation. There, for most Instances, very 

little change occurred In the panmictlc index after fifteen generations, 

but the size of the panmictic Index assuming minimum Inbreeding was from 

about twenty-five per cent to about fifty per cent greater than that as-

suming maximum inbreeding with the same Initial conditf.ons. Thus for a 

recurrent selection program linkage tends to promote heterozygosity, 

particularly with a minimum inbreeding s~lection pattern. 

As indicated In Section 1.2 the plant breeder is concerned with 

measuring the degree of inbreeding in a population under recurrent se-

lection. When pedigree Information is known, the methods of Section 6.3 

yield far more precise results than have been possible previously; with 

no available ped_igree Information, a minimum degree of inbreeding may 

still be obtained using the methods of Chapter VI and assuming equal 

representation of all lines. If the experimentor desires a generalized 

heterozygoslty index in order to obtat~ an estimate of the variability 

and expected progress of the selected population in succeeding genera-

tions, then the methods of Section 6.7 would apply. Specifically, 

Tables V, VI, XII, XIII, and XIV can be used to estimate minimum and 

maximum inbreeding coefficients In experiments for which the outlined 

assumptions can be made for one and two-locus cases in a recurrent 

selection program. Likewise the portions of these-tables which do not 
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assume r(O) = 0 (or R{O) = 0) can be used to estimate minimum and 

maximum total heterozygosity coefficients !n a population under recurrent 

selection. In order to trace the progress of overall homoz_ygosity, 

either by descent or in state in a population, one may utilize the same 

derivations as were developed to trace the homozygosity by descent in 

the cases either of one or of k loci. 

From equation 5.3.6 for the one-locus case or equation 6.3.9 for 

the general case of k linked loci, one can observe the large relative 

contribution of the coefficients of relationship; assuming this coeffi-

clent to be zero, as is so often done in practice in calculating the de-

gree of Inbreeding in a recurrent selection program, may very well re-

sult in major errors. The constant multipliers representing the effect 

of selection are 

7. 1. 

7.2. 

{~) -E(~~ 
(~) 

and 

where 7.1 is the coefficient of r(n) (or R(n)) and 7.2 the coef-

ficient of an expression involving both r(n) (or R(n)) and F{n) (or 

F(n)). Under minimum 

equals ~ • thus as N-1 ' 

inbreeding conditions ].1 equals N-3 .and 7.2 
N-1 

N becomes large the major contribution to the in-

breeding coefficient in cycle n is made by the term containing only 



. the coefficient of parent.age in 

conditions, 7.1 equals 2 (N~2) 
N {N-1) 
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cycle n .. 2. Under maximum inbreedl.ng 
· ··N2 ·3N+4 and 7.2 equals ~ so that as N 

N (N-1) t 

becomes la.rge the major contribution to the inbreeding coefficient In 

cycle n comes from the term involving both the Inbreeding coefficient 

and the coefficient of relationship in cycle n-2. Extending this to 

the generalized heterozygoslty Index, the recurrent selection pattern is 

such that the Importance of the degree of heterozygosity present between 

the individuals of a breeding population far outweighs the importance 

of that within individuals in the previous cycles in determining the 

degree of heterozygosity for a given cycle. 

Assuming random selection and k Independently segregating loci, 

the mean number of homozygous loci per individual in generation 2n 

(cycle n) of a recurrent selection program would be given by (see 

Section 4.2) kF(2n) and the variance of the number of homozygous loci 

by kF(2n)(1 - F(2n)), With selection operating, however, the analo-

gous expressions for these quantities must be obtained from the gener-

alized inbreeding coefficient as, respectively (see 6,5;1 and 6.5.2): 

where specification of the appropriate recombination probabilities will 

yield these values for the case of independent segregation. 



Vi!!. APPEND~X 

A Brief Revieh' of the Theo.rJes C9ncer[ling Heterosls 

The two major theories regarding the ccuse of heterosis· or hybrid 

vigor are 

1. the 11dominant gene11 theory proposed by Bruce [8] and Jones [66], 

which maintains that the meshing of many pairs of complementary dominant 

(or partiarly dominant) favorable gene.s results in an F1 hybrid which is 

vastly superior to the ml dparent va 1 ue in man:y y.i e ld or fl tness charac-

teristics; and 

2. the 11superior heterozygote" theory of East [27] and Hul 1 {58}, 

which conceives of hybrid vigor as being a by-product of the innate 

ability of the heterozygote to out-perform the homozygote in certain 

yield or fitness traits, primarily due to the effects of eplstaslsp or 

non-allelic interactions. 

Jones feels that objections to the dominance theory can be expiatned 

by linkage effects. In Bruce's opinion lt Is the replacement of the 

deleterious effect of the recessive gene by the favorable gene's bene-

flcial effect, multipiied several times (since polygenes affect yield 

and fitness traits) that results In hybrid vigor. 

East emphasizes that heterosis is most aptly defined as 11 hybrid 

vigor11 since it affects the plant as a whole~ being comparable to the 

effect of feeding with a more adequate diet or fertilizer, manifesting 

itself early in the growth stages, and persisting to maturity. He ob-

serves that in inbred rr.<3ize sto.cks 9 the rapid initial decl lne ln vigor 

decreases after about eight generations. as does the Initially hfgh rate 

106 
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of unmasking and elimination of deleterious recessives; then the popu-

lation begins to segregate into different biotypes, which subsequently 

exhibit as great or greater heterosls upon recombining as did.their 

ancestors prior to the successive inbreeding. He proposes as a theorem 

that the cumulative action of the non-defective allelomorphs of a given 

gene approaches the strictly additive as they diverge from each other in 

function, maintaining that, at this stage, dominance--in the classical 

sense--is virtually absent and each gene of a bivalent combination act-

ively affects the end result. 

Ashby [2] felt that hybrid vigor was nothing more than the main-

tenance of an initial advantage in embryo weight; however, several 

subsequent experiments have indicated the fallaciousness of this theory, 

among them that of Lindstrom [80]. 

An excellent review of the theories and the literature is given by 

Brieger [7]. Lerner [75] .reviews the evidence concerning overdominance; 

Mather [92] presents the opposing side, maintaining the view that epis-

tatic interaction is the source of what appears to be overdominance. 

The dominance theory is supported by Stadler [135], Lindstrom [80], 

Jenkins [62] and Douglas [241 among others; while experimental results 

of Stringfield [136], Robinson and Cockerham [108], Gardner,~!.!.· [39], 

and Sentz,~.!!.: [117] appear to support the overdominance theory, 

though possibilities of erroneous conclusions due to genotyp~ x erviron-

ment Interaction or linkage are pointed out by the latter two. Lonnquist 

[83] points out that if Hull's theory of overdomi.nance were the case, 

then recurrent selection for yield would cease to b~ effective after 
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only a few cycles and his experience has Indicated otherwise. 

Crow [18, 19] feels that the dominance hypothesis is supported in 

theory and by experimental evidence, though it does not fully account 

for excessive heterosls, for which there is needed something like the 

concept of the superiority of the heterozygote. In a study specifically 

designed to provide additional information on the relative Importance of 

dominance versus overdominance, Sprague,·.=.!_~· [133], obtained results 

with maize which supported the dominance hypothesis though they did not 

preclude the existence of overdominance. Likewise results of Robinson, 

.=.!_.!!_. [111] support the theory of an additive model with partial to com-

plete dominance, though they offer no evidence for or against multiple 

alleles, epistasis or linkage (they comment that linkages would affect 

the results only if the varieties were not In linkage equilibrium); and 

in a study in 1955 using open-pollinated varieties of corn, Robinson, 

.=.!_.!!_. [146], conclude that though there 'may have been overdomlnance at 

some loci, this was not in general true and the additive variance was 

considerably larger than the dominance variance. 

Sprague and Tatum [134] indicate that the source material may well 

be one of the causes for varying experimental results on this subject: 

on source material that had already undergone selection for general com-

blning ability (as is the case with many maize lines) the effects of 

epistasis are more noticeable than in the case of untested source 

material. Another theory ls that the role of epistasis is more impor-

tant with genetically diverse than with open-pollinated varieties of 

maize simi 1ar in origin (Castro, ~ .!!_. [9]). 
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Heritability estimates for yield are extremely variable and often 

are rather low. Thus in practice, selection is often directed toward 

improving other more heritable characteristics which have been shown to 

be highly correlated with yield. 
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THE GENERALIZED ~NBREED!NG COEFFfCtENT AND THE GENERALIZED 

HETEROZYGOS I TY INDEX IN A RECURRENT SELECT! ON PROGRAM 

Rolene LaHayne Cain 

Abs tract 

Methods of calculating the inbreeding coefficient In a finite 

population undergoing recurrent selection (self-select-intercross in 

succeeding generations) were investigated. It was noted that, in a 

population under selection, the inbreeding coefficient does not provide 

the experimenter with a measure of expected degree of variability; in-

stead an index of total heterozygosity ls required, and such an Index 

was derived. 

Formulas necessary to calculate both the inbreeding coefficients 

and the heterozygosity indexes were derived for the cases: one-locus, 

two-allele, random selection; k independent loci and random selection; 

one-locus, two-allele and effective directional selection; and k linked 

loci with effective directional selection. These formulas Involved 

defining a generalized inbreeding coefficient and a generalized index 

of homozygosity (or heterozygoslty) in terms of vectors whose components 

reflected the various possible patterns of genes identical by descent 

at a given stage of the recurrent selection breeding program. Formulas 

were derived whereby the mean and the variance of the total number of 

1oci homozygous (or heterozygous) by descent or in state may be ob-

tained. 

The progress of the panmictic index and/or the index of total 

heterozygosity through at least twenty-five cycles of recurrent selection 

was observed in computer-simulated populations ranging in sizes from ten 



2 

through one hundred, assuming varying recombination probabilities both 

in the one-locus and in the twoglinked-loci case and assuming both 

minimum and maximum inbreeding selection patterns. Tables resulting 

from these simulated studies could be used to estimate mlntmum and max-

imum inbreeding coefficients and/or minimum and maximum heterozygoslty 

indexes in experimental populations for which the initial conditions 

approximate those assumed in the simulated populations. 

It was observed that the coefflcient of relationship in the source 

population was extremely important in tracing the progress of the de-

gree of Inbreeding and/or total homozygos!ty, that linkage played a 

major role in promoting heterozygosity in a recurrent selection system, 

and that careful intercrossing rather than random mating in alternate 

generations of the recurrent selection cycle was important in promoting 

maximum heterozygosity in the selected population. In the simulated 

populations the effect of small population sizes was observed and, in 

general, indications were that unless more than five complete recurrent 

cycles are contemplated, increasing population size results In only 

relatively minor increases in panmixia, especially when linked loci are 

involved in the selected trait and when care Is taken to avoid a maximum 

inbreeding selection pattern. 
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